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ON THE MINIATURES IN IST ANBUL LIBRARIES.

Pictures and miniatures which may be considered representative of
Türkish art ar,e found in abundance in the illuminated manuscripts
and picture albums in the Topkapi Saray Museum, in the Museum of
Turkish and Islamic Art, in the Yildiz Collection of the University
Library und in other libraries.
Most of these albums belong to the medieval phase of Eastern Turkish culture, and to Ilhan1, Qaraqoyunlu and Aqqoyunlu, Safevi and
Osmanlı periods which are a continuation of it in the West. Turkish,
Chinese, Uygur as wdl as Persian artists have worked on these albums.
For this reason, the tendency shown by some writers to consider as
Turkish only the works of arfbelonging to the O smanlı period, and to
ascribe Eastern Turkish works of art to Persia would be a serious mistake. Only by careful study can Turkish and Persian motifs be distinguished and the Turkish ones restored to their rightful place in our
cultural history.
Our only guide in deciding on the origin of a miniature is the
scientific method. The language in which the text of the volume is
written or wh.at historical ev.ent is told in the pictures are not adequate
proofs for the naiionality of the artists and their artjstic work.s. What
is important is the fact that the painter has created the pictures under
the influence of contemporary life and as events of a society he is familiar with. For instance, when examining a copy of the "Iskendername" by Nizam! or the "Behramname" we must find out, if possible,
when and to which monarch it was dedicated, or for whose library it
was prepared. In such works contemporary princes are often depicted
as Alexander or Behram. in the various copies of the "Iskendername"
of the second half of the XIV cenİ:ury Timur, in those of th~ first ·half
of the XV century Shahr~. Mirza or his son Baysungur are pictured
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as Alexander. The life, battles, tents, horses depicted in these works
show, not Alexander's time, but the court and public life, armies and
battles of the Chaghatais at tlıe time of Timur and his sons. On the first
page of some volumes we see the pictu're of the ruler to whom it was
dedicated. in a copy of the Shahname (Topkapi Saray, H . 1479 and
dated 731 / 1331) prepared for the treasury of Vezir Giyaseddin Muhammed ( that is, Reshideddin' s son), the first two pages show the
. ruling monarch surrounded by his courtiers, who undoubtedly is the
llhani king, Ebusaid Khan. in the first page of a copy of the Khamse by
Nizami in the Lahore Museum a king is shown with his courtiers, only
it is inentioned that it is Shirvanshah Khalil, from which ~e learn that
the pictures were inspired by Azerbaidjan and the sodety of its rulers.
in . some cases, we have some information on the artists. For
_ instance, in the works from the ilhan! period, we find signatures of
painters -like Ahmet Lachin, Musa and his son Ahmet Musa or notes
attributing the pictures to thqn. Similarly, we understand that the
works of art produced at the time of Chazan and Uldjaytu Khans and
Resl}ideddin were created by 22 Turkish or Mongol or Chinese painters
whe are referred to as "Gulama-n Turk" 1 in the records of the pious
foundation endowed by the same Vezir. The records mention them each
_by name, their duties and their vages. And the Tabriz origiiı of many
artists is mentioned. Among these for Timur's painter Khodja Ali Musavvir (Ali-Khodja, or simple Ali or Mevlana Ali) is given before his
.
nisbe "TabrizI" also the nisbe "al-Khorezmi".
Afo~r the period of Baysungur there have appeared artists like Abdu~rahman

Khorezmi and his sons Abdurrahim Khorezmi (Anisi) an<l
Abdulkerim Harezmi who emphasize their origin as ''Khorezmı".
These artists, who later joined the Aqqoyunlu, have also written poems
. in Turkish. Dost Muhammed bin Suleyman who after the Timurids
joined the Safevis and became the head of the Behram .Mirza's library
was also originally from Khorezm, if we are to judge by his signature as
''Dost _Muhammed al-Khorezmi" 2 at the end of a copy of "Qaside-;
Burde" in the Topkapi Saray. There is no doubt that these artists from
1)

Revi ew of the Jn stitutc of J s l a nı ic SıuCfı c s . !iL lstan bu l 1960, p. 158-159.

Z)

Hi s signature at the end of H_azine No.

Ş34.
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Khorezm have reflected much of tlıe characteristics of their country and
of the steppes in their works. Some albums contain poems copied in
(Chaghatai) Turkish as examples of calligraphy by artists like Sultan
Muhammed Nur, Shah Mausur Nisaburl, Sultan Muhammed Handan,
Gaybullah Imami of Gilan that I suppose are originally Persian. Some
calligraphers and painters have actually written poems in Turkish
themselves; Sultaı: Ali Meshhedi may be quoted as a good example 3 . _
People writing poems and other works in Turkish are of course
Turks. Qasim Ali, who is considered by Sakisyan and some other · art
historians as ,,the most distinguished and refined painter of the reign
of the Timur dynasty, is one of these. I have been unable to find some
information concerning his origin. He was educated in the house of
A!ishir Nevai, and the best pupil of Behzad. The Khamse by Nizam!
(Erit. Mus. Or. 6810) which is regarded as the masterpiece of the art of
the Timur dynasty was illustrated by him independently or after the
works of his masters Behzad and Mirek far Ahmed Ali Faris!, an important chieftain of Barlas under Hüseyin Bayqara and close friend of
Neval. The same person has alsa illustrated four works by Neval kept
in Oxfard. He and Mahmud Müzehhib have chosen the most significant points far their pictures. Both have done portraits set in frames
.of poems in Turkish.
~hese facts, even if we lack infarmation about their origin, would
be reason eno1:1gh to consider them as Turks. A picture which depicts
Qasim Ali presenting his work to Ahmed Ali Barlas shows him as a
refined young Turk.

On the other hand, some painters have in their pictures emphasized
points which flatter Turks. In doing this, they may, of course, have
tried to win the favour of Turkish princes of the Timur dynasty. But
this alsa occurs in manuscripts tlıat are not dedicated to anybody, which
do not copy any model and give the impression of reflecting tne artisf s
own taste and feelings. üne such work is the "Hamsa'-i Nizami" (Topkapı Saray, R. 857) by the scribe and illuminator Muhammed al-H~
seyn1 who, judging by his work, lived at the end of the XV century.
tlıe

3) As some of his poems in H azine No. 2153, 9 a, 40 a, 159 b. Somt of these may also be
work of some other person.

it is not known whether this nisbe "al-Huseyni" indicates the belonging
of the artist to the family of Prophet ( to the Sadat Huseyni) or his
relationship to the circle and court of Huseyn Bayqara, the king of Herat.
This person produced excellent pictures to go with some poems in
the "Iskendername" of Nizam!: such as with the distich "He began
to swear in a way peculiar to the Turks, no Turk was yet born who
does not like mischief" (plate CXVII) , or "He hit them on the forehead
-with the sword of the Turks, so th at thousands of them were bathed
in blood'', (plate CXVII) or the poem decribing the defeat and killing
-of thousands of Russian (plate CXIX).
Again, from the MS of "Divan" of Husrev Dihlevi which came out
in the time of Baysungur and Bayqara, the poem describing the excitement caused by the appearance of a Turkish beauty on. the balcony of
her house is illustrated with superb pictures of the Turkish beauty. it
is possible that this illuminator Muhammad from Herat who empha.
sized certain details from a Turkish point of view was one of the Turkish "Muhammeds", and the one of ''Muhammad al-Katib, described
by Alishir Nevai as "one of the best and highly-thought-of calligraphers
of Herat and known far his poems in Turkish and Pusian."
The report of Djafer Tebriz1 Baysungur!, head of the Baysungur
Mirza library (Academy), written to Baysungur Mirza himself (Hazine
2153, 98 b) throws light on the origin of some of the works of art produced in Herat under the Timurids. I had referred to this document at
the 4. Turkish Historical Congress.

· it will be pointed out that the first artist mentioned here, Emir
Khalil, is a prince 9f the Timur dynasty, and Mevlana Ali Musavvir flnd
Kivameddin Mucellid are Turks from Tebriz. Baysungur Mirza had
entrusted Emir Khalil and Giyaseddin Naqqash (from Tebriz) , with
the duty of preparing an album of works of art based on that of SultanAhmed Djelayir. These albums were prepared according to traditions of art the ilhan! <!,nd Djelayir period, and consequently faithfully
reflect Turkish life. A poem in mixed Western and Eastern Turkish
by Mir Ali Tabrizi is well represented in one of the albums 4 •
4)

Hazine 2153, m f. 4_b.
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Also the above mentioned Mahmud Muzehhib, one of the best of
the artists of the enveronment of Hüseyn Bayqara and Ali-Shir were
usually assumed to be İranian illuminators. After occupation of Herat
by the Safevids he passed to the Ö.zbeks and lived in Bukhara. His
main works are preserved in Paris and also in the libraries · and museums of İstanbul.
The fact that ''Master Muhammed Siyah Qalem", many of whose
works have come down to us from the late Timurid and Aqqoyunlu
period and ''Master Muhammed Naqqash" (also called Master Haci
Muhammed Naqqash) are both mentioned among the calligraphers of
Sultan Huseyin Baykara as ''Mahmud Bakhshi Uygur" and "Haci Muhammed Bakhshi Uygur" 5 indicates that both, like Alishir Nevai
himself, come from the Uygur Bahshis of Herat. Since tne artist often
called ''Mahmud Muzehhib" signs his name as "Mahmud al-Katib" 6 ,
we may conclude that his official duty was "Bakhshi", i.e. secretary in
Uygurian.
The words "bek", ''bakhshi", ''bavurchi" and "bitikchi" added to
the names of arüsts of the Ilhani, Timuri.d , Aqqoyunlu and Qaraqoyunlu and Safevi periods .enable us to determine their nationality. Seyyid
Mir Ali of Tebriz, who in the Babur period revived in several hundred
plates the "Hamza story" 7 which had first appeared in the Baysungur
period and had been partly included in his album, and Ferruh-bek
Qalmaq are obviously Turkish 8 . Though they produced their work
in lndia, they naturally cannot be considered Indian, as they have depicted not Indian but Chaghatai Turkish life. A superbly illustrated
Yusuf-u Zuleyha of Dj ami in the private Collection of the late Fahri
Bilge's can also be ascribed to Mirza Ali of Tebriz, because of close
resemblance with his other works, though it bears no signature. This
Mu 'iz a/.ansö.b. My own copy, p. 3 19; Pari s, llibl. Na tional anc. fond. Persa n. No.

5)

67.
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Mahmud Muzchhib callcd himself th us İn ıh c Ms (H . 153 1) of Haıi fi's " Temıırname "

which he completcd in Bokhara in 1540-4 1 Topkapi .
7)

ÔJ..ıfl \ ('\h;

j . ....;: \(

:ı_,f-

H. 2152, f. 64 a.

8) M. A. Rahman Chııglıatai , Destiin-İ Amir-Ham za and iıs 11/usıra ıio n s. Orienıal College
Magazine, Lahore 1960, pp. 38-72.
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shows that the pictures in this Persian work were done by a Turkish
artist of Babur's time and reflect Turkish life. Bellini did not b.ecome
an Osmanlı painter by doing a few portraits in Istanbul. But if some
artists from Shiraz came to Samarkand in the time of Timur and adapting themselves to their surrounding, cteated works of art in the Turkish
tradition, they may safely be regarded as artists of that period and region. And the fact that they are from Shiraz does not necessarily mean
that they are Persian. it is quite possible that they, in the words of Hafiz, were Turks of Shiraz and have interested themselves only in Turkish life and reflected it in their works.
Since the art of Islamic painting shares many qu alities, it is very
difficult to decide with certainty to which nation paiiıtings, particularly
religiouıs ones, belong. The detail"s of desciption and background ) n
them play an important part in ascribing them to a partitular n ation.
A picture which depicts the "Kaleph Ali" ( e. g. in the Turkish Translation of the· !ranian book "Seyf al-M aluk) as a Turk and shows him on
a Tur kish horse is obviously a Turkish work of art; so is the _wor k
which depicts Behram Gur of Persia as a Turk. Unfortunately many
scholars find it easier to_ascribe works lacking such details to whatever
country whose libraries happen to house them. They. sometimes to .this
also with works that have distinct natlönal features. As an example we
may mention the album of Persian art published by Unesco which is
based on works by painters and calligraphers, of Baysungur and Babur1ds 9 • The editors of this volume, B. Gray and A. Godard, have
completely disregarded the fact that the "Shahname" of Baysungur
whith they consider a masterpiece of Persian art was produced by four
Turks Mirza Khalil, Cafer Baysunguri (of T abriz) Mevlana Ali Musavvir (Hoca Ali Musavvir of T abriz) and Kivameddin Mucellid (also
a Turk of Tebriz) who considered themselves as Chaghatai nobility,
and have declared them to be PersTan artists, simply because they found
their works in the Gulistan Museum in Teheran. Naturally, this is a
serious mistake, but not an unforgivable one, since not everybody can
distinguish between details of human types and ways of life. Hence
the tendency shown by many art historians to group everything under
the pattern "lslamic Art".
9)

Iran, Persian Miniatures - l mperial Library . Mibno , 1956, publ. by Uncsco.
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In 1928 I had been advised by the late Halil Ethem, the director of
the Archaeological Museum in lstanbul and ·1930 by Prof. Pelliot to
examine the albums and some miniature books in Topkapı Saray on the
ground of Study of Persian, Arabic, Turkish, also Uygurian texts
connected with the miniatures. The results of rny studies on four of those
albums I had descdbed in the Review of our Institute of Islamic
Studies ( 1954, vol. 1) . Later on I was able to examine 42 albums containing miniatures and specimens of calligraphy. These volumes of
Topkapı Saray are now numbered in the Saray Library from 2137 to
2172, and one bears the number 2310. The four .volumes which 1 describea in 1954 ( and with which also Ettinghausen and Aslan~pa ha ve dealt)
bear the numbers 2152-54 and 21(;{). Other albums are to be found in the
Museum of Islamic and Tur~ish Art and in the University-Library.
We know that some of these albums were prepared and bound in
Herat and India for the Timurids, in Bukhara by Özbek Khans, by the
Aqqoyunlus and Safevis in P ersia and then presented to Osmanlı sultans, or captured in Persian Azerbaidj an. It is possible that most of the
wo'rks of Herat :.ere acquired when its last ruler belonging to the Timur
dynasty, Bediuzzaman Mirza, joined Yavuz Sultan Selim at Tebriz and
came to Istanbul with him.
. A study of specimens of calligraphy clearly shows that though the
order of some pages was sometimes confused in the Osmanlı paface,
the pictures and writing st ucks on the pages had not been removed ,
thus enabling later scholars to fix the dates of unsigned and undateJ
pictures accurately. ,
·
Notes by Ottoman Turks (for instance by Sultan Ahmed the First
or the Third in the Album of Yakub_Bey of the Aqqoyunlus - No. 2153,
f. 87 b) are rare and are written on the original paper of the . volume.
Works, from Europe we see in these albums probably belong to
the period of Herat and Teriz, as it was only natural that visitors like
the Italian Ludovico Varthema, who came to Herat in the last days of
Timurids, and other Italians and Westerners who came to Tebriz at the
time of Uzun Hasan should bring examples of Western art with them.
Even Alishir Nevai mentions the characteristics of Ferenk workS of
art in his '. 'Mahbüb al-qulüb"; European (Ferenk) cloth, glass ( cheshm-i
feren ki ' spectacles) are mentioned also by Djami.
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That the visitors to Teb~'iz at the time of Aqqoyunlus were not
limited to people like J. Barbaro and A. Contarini but that also many
Genoese came to the city has been ascertained by scholars like Bratianu
who have investigated the trade relations of the West, and particularly
the Genoese, with the countries near the Black Sea.
Album number 215Z-consists of 100 folios, 89 X51 cm. and contains
650 pictures and designs. There is no doubt that it was put together in
Herat for Baysungyr Mirza, and it is quite possibly one of the ''Djonk-i
Baysunguri" created by Emir Khalil and referred to in the preface on
art history of H. 2154 written by Dost Muhammed. Pakistani scholars
(Specially Prof. Muhammed Shafi) are so sure about it that in the
Encyclopedia of Islam in Urdu they refer to it solely as ''Muraqqa'at-i
Baysungur!".
This volume which was sent to the Munich Exhibition of Art in
1910 as a Persian Art Album was examined by the art historians Sakisyan and Schtschukin according to motifs only, (as they did not know
any islamic languages) , and mentioned in their works. it contains
writings signed by Baysungur and hi_s brother Ibr.ahim Mirza, works by
calligraphers like Ali Hoca Tebrizi Horezmi, Hoca Abdulhay, H arp
Naqqash, Mahmudshah Khayyam of Tebriz and his son Muhammed
Khayyam and Ali Yazdı, pictures of Timur's life in tents and his cainpaign in Khor.ezm, some pages of genealogical table of the Timur
dynasty in Uygur Alphabet added to Reshideddin's "Shu'bi P endjgane"
in Shahruh's time, specimens of Mameluk and Yezd calligraphy, numerous miniatures belonging to the period of the Ilhan!s.
Pictures of battle scenes, of the Miradj of the Prophet, works by
Hoca Giyaseddin Tebrizl, Djafer Tebriz1, Ahmet Rum!, Maruf Naqqash and Payende Dervich who were all rriembers of Baysungur's Academy, a picture of Khalil Mirza, whos was Timur's grandson and who
captured Samarkand after his death, a picture of the siege of Samarkand, pictures on agriculture, hunting,fishing, mythology, and illustrations for th estory of Hamza and Solomon and Belqis directing the
faeries. I was unable to decide to which work the pictures on mythological subjects referred. On top of the pictures dealing with Persian
mythology one sees the names of
y_ "' \J"'ıs:::;.
and
f .s--) yl;
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and also the signature of a painter by the name of Djalal. If this person
called "Emir Djelal Kasi" is t~e father of the painter who signs his name
in his ıiıiniatures as "Nizami" the son of "Emir Djelal Kası" ı-0 we may
assume that he calls himself Kası after the town of Khasan in Fergane.
Among the signatures there is 0'_-JI u-l:' '-:""\_,~ Jl( , who I assume to
be "Khoca Giyaseddin Tebrizı", a prominent artist of Timur's and
Shahruh's time, who was a member of a mission s.e nt by Shahruh to
China and wrote a book on his travels when he returned. In is evidenl
u-~
for
. :,l..;.
a replica of Uygurian script of
that the
this name. From the pictur.es of this album. I give here as examples of
the historical pictures, the forlowing miniatures: Khalil Mirza' s def ence
of Samarkand (pl. I); the accession of Tim ur (pl. II); a work by Haci
Muhammed Khayyam, a painter in the court of Tim ur (pl. CXII) i
the picture of a prince on horseback, presumabJy Timur, conquering
Khorezm. (pl. XI); a portrait that was decided to belong to Ulugbek
after comparing it with others (pl. CXII); and an omamented tent
belonging to the period of Tim ur (pl. CX IV).
This volume, and the albums 2153 and 2160 are the main source
for a real knowledge and appreciation of the cultural life of Central Asia
and Azerbaidjan during the reign of the Timurids, their cultural relations with Persia and China, and the artistic taste prevalent among the
educated classes after they had assimilated Arab, Persian, Turco-Uygur
civilisation and literature. For this reason the albums have attracted the
attention of scholars, and though Sultan Hamid had them rebound,
they have again been sent to the binders. In the last 34, and particularly
10 years the deterioration has been very marked ; some of the signatures
and writings, perfectly legible in 1928, are partly illegible today. This
is especially true of volumes 2153, 2160 and 2161.
The binding of 2161, a masterpiece of illuminated binding and in
pe~fect condition in 1928, is quite worn out today.
An important document for our cultural history included in the
Baysungur album are the fragments in the Uygur language of the
Ôenghis and Timur genealogical tables on leaves 32, 33, 36, 39, 42-43.
10)

Tlı is signature is found at tlıe end ·of Topkapi Saray, H az ine S. 1548.
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This genealogy belongs to that illustrated section of the Uygur original
of the ''Mu'iz al-ansab" which, co"ering also the Timur dynasty, was
completed in 825 / 1423 and is a detailed version of Reshideddin's "Shu'b-i
Pendjgane". Here are depicted, starting with the legendary Alangua, all
the ancestors and descendants of Cengiz and Timur.

In the 8 leaves included in the album Timur's ancestors and descendants, Timur's and Cengiz Khan's ancestry, both of which go back to
Alangua, and the sons of Cengiz occupy the largest part. This genealogy
contains 57 pictures, and among them 1 give here the pictures of the
following: Cengiz Khan (pl. 111. a); Ch-aghatai Khan, after whom
the ulus Chaghatai is named, (pl. 111. b); Tuluy Khan (pl. 111· c); his
son Qubilai Khan, (pl. 111, d); Tiinu~ Khan and others who ruled in
China; the Ilhanid ruler Hulagu Khan, (pl. iV. a), Abaqa, (pl. iV, b).
Ahmed Teküder (pl. iV c); Keyhatu (pl. IY d) , Argun (pl. Va) , Gh:ı
zan (pl V b), Ulcaytu (pl. V c); and Ebu-Sa'id Khan. who ruled in
Iran pl. V d). From the rulers and princes of the Golden Horde and
Ulus Chagatai, the pictures of the following are given: Djoci -Khan
(pl. Vla) , his son Batu (pl. Vlb) , his son Togan - Timur (pl. Vlc);
his son Mengü Timur (pl. VI d), his son Toghrulca (pl. Vll a), his
son Özbek (pl. VII b ) , his son Djanibek Khan (pl. VII c); and Sevinbike, granddaughter of this Canibek and Timur's daughter-in-law (pl.
VII d) , Djehangir, (pl. VII a), Ömersheih (pl. VIII b ) , Miranshah (pl.
VIII c) , Shahruh (pl. VllI d) sons of Timur. In miniatures human
· types and features are depicted oO:ly on general lines, only the clothing,
beards and moustaches and the race of the subject can be distinguished,
whilst, in these pictures of genealogy with Uygur subtitles, the faces of
histori c figures who are not legendary names are very clearly drawn.
Wh en th ey are compared with the pictures in copies of Reshideddin's
History (Dj ami' al-tavarikh) in Paris and Kabııl, it becomes obvious
that the pictures in Timur's genealogy in our album were from Reshideddin's S hu'b-i pendjgane. The copy of this book in the Topkapi
Saray library contains, next to the names of the Khans wi~h remarks
"the picture of the Khan ... " only circles where pictures of the princes
1

11 )

1962, pp.

For

tlıc

68·7\.ı.

hi story of this problem, scc "Ccn tral Asiatic jou rnal , vol. Ill , The H aguc,
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concerned were supposed to be inserted but were not. The same is true
of the London and Paris copies of "Mu'iz al ansab" with the circles and
remarks· "the picture of the }(han ... ". The fact that this album which
was the Uygur original of Mu'iz al-ansab contains pictures of Hulagu
and his sons which are identical with those in copies of ''Djami' al-ta·
varikh" shows us that the Timurids possessed illustrated copies of
Reshideddin's "Shu'b-i Pencgane". The copy hrought from the Golden
Horde containing the picture of Canibek Khan was undoubtedly also
illustrated. For this reason this genealogy in album No. 2152 is extremely
important. The "Shahname" of the Teheran Museum produced by Baysungur's academy contains pictures of the Timur period, in which differences in features are also noticeable. The pictures of the Golden
Horde rulers . which we see together for the first time and coloured
pictures of eight Caghatai Khans discovered by me in 1956 in the Haci
Melik Aga library in Teheran prove that the members of the Cengiz
dynasty have been patrons of painting and art in ,general in every of the
four Uluses of the Empire, thus not only in China and Persia 12 •
They were, for this reason, justified in dividing the pictures in these
albums, particularly in 2153 and in some "Shahname" manuscripts into
various Turkic schools: the Kipchak school, those in Persia "the Ilharu
school", the DjaiairI school, those in Turkestan "the (;aghatai school".
from. these may be separated une special "Mongol (Yüan) School" for
the East too.
The genealogy in Uygur language in 2152 helps us also in ascertaining the origin of this album. The pictures in circles and the Uygur
writings about them belong only tö those princes of the Timur dynasty
who had attained majority in 1423· th e time whe:n 'Muiz-al-ansab" w as
complete; the names of the ''Mirzas" after this date and their children
have later been added in our album in Arabic script, the same is tru e
of the copies of "Mu'iz al-ansab".
The genealogy in 2152 contains detailed additions only about the
children of Timur's sons called Ömersheih and Miranshah. This means
that after 1423 this genealogy and the album containing it was in the
12.) Belleten XX!V , Ankara 1960, p. 444 . Thc Khan mcntioncd as jl;. _,;;:......
here is buried in T ashken d and bca rs the Moslem name Yunus. Senqu o r Sunqur was(?) hi s
Mongol name, as hi s son Ahm ed Khan was ca llcd in Mongol languagc Alaca Khan .
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hands of Ebu-Said Mirza and Sultan Huseyin Mirza, sons of Miranshah
and Ömersheih. This may support M. Blachet's theory that this album
was brought to Istanbul by the last ruler of Herat, Bediuzzeman Mirza,
. a descendant of Ömersheih Mirza 13 a . Bediuzzeman Mirza who ruled
Herat together with his brother Muzaffer Huseyin Mirza had left the
city on May 21, 1507 when the Özbeks were approaching it, taking his
wives, children and treasury with him to Djurdjan 1%. He went to the
Sind region in India without his family for a while, and when the Özbeks came also to Djurdjan, he moved to Tebriz as a guest of Shah Is.mail. He and his retinue led a princely life on a generous allowance
paid by the Safevi treasury. After the battle of Caldiran, he welcomed
Sultan Selim at Tebriz as the last ruler of the Timur dynasty (Sept. 6,
1514), and was invited to lstanbul. When about a thousand scholars and
artists were moved to lstanbul from Tebriz, all the works of art in Bediuzzeman Mirza's possession must have, as a matter of course, been
brought to Istanbul. According to Khondemir 13b, Bediuzzeman Mirza
was given a great welcome and shown great respect, but died in_the
plague three or four months later. •
The paper manufactured in Samarkand and Hera.t, on which the
pictures were drawri' is impor'tant to ascertain the origin of the paper
used in other albums, particularly in 2153. Unfortunately the cover of
the work had got loose and the binder who did not know the Uygur
language confused the order of the pages. Only Djanibek, the ruler of
the Golden Horde, apart from Timur himself, has a coloured picture
in this genealogy, and Timur's daughter-in-law Sevin Bike (his son
Djahangir's wife) , who is referred to as Özbek Khan's granddaughter
is here mentioned as Djanibek Khan's daughter. This, in all probability,
is the truth, and the section of the genealogy which covers the Golden
Horde must have been brought by Djanibek Khan's children, as also
Reshideddin's "Shu'bi-Pencgane" which contains the Mongol original of
the work came to lstanbul from the Golden Horde 14 .

ıjon

l3 a)

Les Enlumineures des Manuscrits Orie11ıa r.1x, Paris, 1926, p. 87.

l3 b)

H abib al- siyar, III, 3, pp. 35i, 365-66.

14) Z: V. Togan. '. ' Umumi Türk T arih ine G i r iş" ! , 1946 pp. 270-271. and T he composiof Rashid al-dins H istory of th e Mo11gols. CA ). VII 1962 P· 69-70.
.
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When Reshideddin completed the "Shu'bI Pendjgane" in 1300, Özbek Khan (son of Tugrulca) was a young prince, · (Ms of Topkapı f.
113 a). Djanbek Khan had his genealogy prepared with coloured pictures,
either between the years 1340-1357, during his reign, or when the memory of his reign was still fresh . The special care shown only in the case
of Djanibek Khan among the rulers of the Golden Horde shows clearly
the origin of the section of the genealogy dealing with the sons of
Djochi Khan.
The Album numbered 2153 consists of 90 folios of the same .size
and contains works created in Herat and Samarkand for the Timurids
and in Tebriz, Yezd and Baghdad for the Turkmen princes of the Qaraqoyunlu and Aqqoyunlu. The following pictures have been taken a~
examples: A picture of Tim ur on horseback, taking part in the Desht-i
Qipchaq expediditon against Toqtamish (pl. IX); a beautiful picture
ofa great prince (probably Timur) making a magnificent entry into Samarkand (pl. XI); a picture of Uldjaytu, the ilh anı ruler, painted by the
15
ilhanı painter Musa
(pl. XII); a picture of Abdulhay of Tebriz, Timur's chief painter (pl. XllI); a picture by Ustad M:ıhammed Naqqash,
of a prince hunting (pl. XIV); a picture by Dervish Mehmed Naqqash
of two heroes fighting (pl. XV); a pictur.e of a ruler and his palace by
Sheihi Bek (pl. XVI).
The album also contains works by Dj afer of Tebriz and Azhar of
Shamakhi (both members of Baysungur's Academy), the report by
Djafer, head of the Academy, on the activities of the members, and
other works by artists who worked for Djihanshah Mirza of the QaraqQyµnlu, and his son Pir Budaq, Yaqub Bek of the Aqqoyunlus and
his nephew Rustem Mirza, and by artists like Sheih Mahmud and Sheih
Muhammed of Herat, Sheikhi Bek Naqqash, Mehmed Naqqash, Dervish Muhammed Naqqash, Sherefeddin Huseyin, Sult_anali Meshhedı,

15)

Dost Muhammed says about Ahm ed Mu sa, who is a contemporary of the Ilkhan Ebu

Said , that he learnt thc art of painting from hi s father ( Hiiliit- İ Hunervaiin, Lahore ed . p. 22) ."
Topk apı - Saray

Hazine N. 2153,fl 28b, contains a picture by Musa, an Ilhanli painter, of the

ruler of . his own time (probably Uldjaytu or Ebu -Said). The name

<5' r

stood at

the tip of an elephant's trunk drawn there, but continuous handling by readers has made the
signatu re disapp_ear.
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the Khorezrnian Abdurrahim and Abdulkerim who carried on the
tradition of thc Baysungur and Alishir schools in H~rat. Djafer Baysun·
gurl's report on the activities of the Baysungur Academy at Herat,
which 1 had discussed at the 4. Turkish Historical Congress, will appear
in_"Ars_Orientalis". The report mentions 23 artists by name, and many
others in groups such as "decorators", "binders", "illuminators", "tile
makers", "tent makers" and their works in the fields of architecture,
calligraphy, painting, illumination, binding, carving, and shipbuilding.
At the head of the list come "Emir Khalil", and of the artists responsible
for the "Baysungur Shahname", Mevlana Ali (Hoca Ali al-Horezm'1
al-Tebrizi), th e miniature painter, ~nd among the calligraphers, Djafer
Baysungur! Tebriz1 al-Herevl.
The -album also contains a proclamation concerning the arts issued
by Plr -Budaq Mirza of the Qaraqoyunlus when he was governor of
Yezd, and another proclamation bt Yaqub Bek. Ilhant art is represented
by works belonging to the painteıs Ahmed Musa, Ahmed Yalchin,
Devletyar and Khitay. A painter called Khitay is mentioned both in
Djafer Baysungur's report on the Baysungur Mirza Academy and in the
deed-documents (Vaqıf name) of Reshideddin's Rab'i Reshid1 endowment. Min~atures bearing his signature are found in our albums. These
probably belong to artists of Chinese origin who lived in Tebriz in dif-ferent periods. This volume which I have desigriated as "Conk-i Ya'qubi I" in my articles (CY 1) matches album 2160, designated as "Conk-i
Ya'qub1, il" (CY 11).
The volume numbered 2J(j) also, contains 90 leaves of the same
size and 96 miniatures. This album which may have been prepar,ed for
Yaqub Bey of the Aqqoyunlus is made up of works of the Baysung9r,
Alishir and Aqqoyunlu eras in Herat and Tebriz. These are by the
Timurid, Emir Khalil, Haci Muhammed Musharrid (locksmith), Shah
Muhammed Khayyam of Tebriz (tentmaker), Khardek, Sheykhi B,ek
and his friend Muhammed Naqqash Siyah Qalem (both of the courts
of the Aqqoyunlu and Qaraqoyunlu rulers), Dervish Muhammed Herev1, Abd al-Baqi of Baku and San'atullah (all painters), dated works
by the İlkhamid artists Abdullah Sarraf and Sultan Ahmed Djdayir
(= Ahmed VeysI) and mosfly by Shejki Bek and Siyah Qalem Muhammed. The Qipchaq and Golden Horde motifs in the works of
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these two artists in which men and animals appear more frequently
than buildings are represented in this volume and in the album N. 2153
in the best manner. the album N. 2154 contains a picture of Shejkh1 Bek
(Sheykh1 Pikhteger) (pl. XVIIa) and on f. 144 b there is a petition by
him complaining about his situation (pl. XII b).
ln the British Museum 16, there is a copy of Muh ammed Parsa's
Faşl al-kfıi(ab in Sheykhi Bek"s own hand - writing.
This may be taken as a proof that he was a Sunn1 and a member
of the Naqshıbendi sect. I consider it probable that Muhammed Siyah
Qalem is ·Hadji Muhammed, the painter and decorator from Herat 17 •
This artist, referred to by Alishir as "one of Sultan Huseyin Baykara's
favourites" in any case he, was, like Mahmud al Katib, ( Bakhshi)
an Uygur and secretary of the Sultan. At the same time he was a very
trusted person (mahram) in the house of Alishir and at one time the
director of h is Library (Academy) where the works of art were produced. Alishir speaks ab'ont him as a genius (khariqa-i davran). According to Khondemir and others, he was also interested in tiles, and the
tiles he created where not inferior to these of China. He had also invented a different type of clock. Our sources also mention that Hadji
Muhammed Naqqash went fora period to Iraq from Herat and worked
under the Aqqoyunlus. His colleague at Alishir's library, Dervish Muhammed, had created certain works of art in Tebriz, and these are
found in the albums. Haydar Mirza Doghlat of Kashgar (himself d
pupil of Dervish Muhammed 1 8 ) mentions that Dervish Muhammed was
the pupil of Shah Muzafer Siyah Qalem, an artist of Sultan Ebu-Said
Küregan's time in Herat, famed for his masterpieces. Evidently Sheykh1,
Hadji Muhammed and Dervish Muhammed are great Turkish artists
reflecting the life of the Uluses of Ôaghatai and Djochi and later the
Aqqoyunlu period and who were the best representatives of the tradition
of Uygurian art and were influenced by Chinese art. The Yaqub Bek alburn contains a work produced jointly by Muhammed Naqqash and
Sheikhi (pl. XVIII).
16)
17)

Rc view of the /n st. of /s/amic Studies , III , p. 145.
For more informJtİon, see Review of tlıe lnsı. for /s/anıic Studies , vol. l , 1954, pp.

80 - 85.
18) Hayd ar Mirza D oglat. in the Complete Copy of his T arih -i Reshidt, Scction in my
library , p . 599.
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We had noted earlier that Shejkhl Bek's words at the end of the
Fasl-al Khitab manuscript led us to believe that he was a Sunn1 and a
member of the Nakshibend order; and it was probably for this reason
that he was omitted from the biographies (Tezkere) of artists prepared
at the time of Shah lsmail and his sons. Naqqash Molla Sheiykhl '.)f
Kirman mentioned in the Tezkere of Sam Mirza was probably a
different person; Sheykhi is always mentioned with the Tide ''bek"
and never as ''Molla", and they are not contemporaries.
A picture included_ in the album (pl. XIX), by Timur's painter
Abdulhay Musavvir of Tebriz and portraying a king on his thron_e
possibly is of Timur himself.
The album numbered H. 2161 of 190 leaves was prepared for Shah
Tahmasb, H. 2154 for his brother Behram Mirza, and H. 2138 for
Shah Ismail the Second, and their bindings with the n ame of the ruler
for whom they were prepared are still intact.
An album sent by Shah Tahmasb is catalogued under H. 1422 in
the University Library. For this reason we shall designate album 2161
of the Topkapi Palace as "Tahmasb A" and that of the University as
"Tahmasb B".
The "Tahmasb A" album contains some quatrains and other
writings in Caghatai and has been prepared by a Safevi nobleman
called Emir Gayib Bek and opens with a preface on the history
of calligraphy by Ahmed Huseyin1 Meshled1, the painter and calligrapher.
it contains works by artists of the Timur period, and by people like
Behzad, his pupils Abdulaziz and Dervish Muhammed Herev1, Zeynuddin M ahm ud, Sheikh Mahmud, Dost Muhammed Beh, Mir Ali,
Sultan Muhammed Khandan and Sultan Muhammed Nur who went
to the_ Safevis, and Mahmud Muzehhib who went to the Ozbeks, by
some ilhan} artists and pictures of some Turkish chieftains of the
· Safevis.
We give reproductins here of some pictures such as of Behzad in
the circle of the pupels of Mir Ali Tabrizi, the master of the n asta'liqschoöl in callegraphy (pl. XX) , portraits of Muhammed Bek the son in
fow of Behzad (pl. XXI a), of Shaykh Munam.mad al-H aravi (pl.
XXIb), and the portrait of Behzad (XXlc). The typically Turkish
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featurs of these artists can be compared with İranian types of face of
the famous poet Hatifi, the author ,o f the History of Ti.m ur (Timuürniime) in verse (pl. XXI d). This portrait of Hatifi was made by Behzad
himself. İn this album are four pictures to the Turkish poems of Alishir
Neva! (pl. XXII. XXIIll. XXIV. XXV) and a beautiful picture to an
other Turkish verse made by Mahmud Muzahhib (pl. XXVI a).
Some biographies describe this album "Muraqqaat-i Shah Tahmasb". Both the Tahmasb albums must have been presented by the
Shah himself to the Ottoman court. "Nuzhet-i asrar al akhbar fi safar-i
Sigedvar" H . 1339 tells ,in detail how in the days following the death
of Suleyman the Magnificent, the Shah had sent a mission headed by
Emir Divan Shah Qulu lstaqjlu, and with him many valuable gifo
among which were a decorated copy of the "Shahname" and an
illustrated collection of poems, and how they were received at the
Court. in f. 246 of th e volun;ıe it is mentioned that Shah Tahmasb was
shown in this album in 259 pictures. Both Tahmasb albums do, indeed,
contain many pictures of bim and many more that may be of him, but
their number does not approach 259. Among these, the portait on of
27a is very beautiful, and there we see Tahmasb painted as a delicate
"münla" ( theologian) and handsome Turkish type (pl. XXIV b).
Though they descended from the Aqqoyunlus on their mother's side
and were originally Kurdish, they had mixed for centuries with the
Turkish and Mongols in the Erdebil district and become Turkish in
language and type. Another possibility is that apart from the abovementioned two albums there m::ıy have existed a special album devoted
solely to Tahmasb and con taining 259 pictures of him.
The albums in the Topkapı Saray and Behram Mirza's album
H. 2154 (148 leaves, 61 miniatures and 4 plates) open with a preface on
the history of the calligraphers and painters from the ilhan! period to
his own times written by Dost Muhammed Bek of Horezm origin and
who later migrated from Herat to Azerbaidjan. This proface was lithographically reproduced with an introduction in English by Abdullah
Chaghatai in Lahore in 1936. The volume contains miniatures by the
ilhan! painter Ahmed Musa, by Bihzad of the late Timurid period,
by Yari Muzehhib, by Muzaffer Siyah Qalem (pl.XXVII), by Timur's
painter Abdulhay Musavvir (pl.XXVIII)', by Bashdan Qara (pl.
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XXIX a), by Mirza inayet, son of Bektelu (Beğdelü) Khan, (pl.
XXIXb) and other painters, and portraits of Behram Mirza (pl.
XXXa) (who had the album prepared), and of the Turkish artist of
this time "Shahquli Naqqash" (pl.XXXb). This Shahquli came later
to Istanbul and joined the painters of the Osmanli court. This volume
also includes magnificently ornamented pages from the collection of
poems by Huseyin Bayqara and the "Medjalis un nefa'is" by Neva!
(probably meant as a "Kings copy'', presented to the Sultan Huseyin
Bayqara) (pl XXXI), Turkish poems by Abdurrahim, the calligrapher
and painter from Khorezm, (f. 117a), specimens of calligraphy by
Ubeydullah Khan (1533-1539), his son Abdulaziz Khan, the ruler of
Bukhara (1540-1550) and Nevruz Ahmed Khan, the ruler of Tashkend,
which proves that in spite of fighting the Safevis continually, these
Özbek Khans carried on cultural relations with them. The mini.ature
by Muzaffer Siyah Qalem, a· court painter of the Timurid Ebu-Said
Mirza, was made for the "Seyfulmulk" story which had many Turkish
versıons.

The album H. 2138 prepared for Shah Ismail II in 984/1576
contains 67 folios, 15 miniatures, most of the works belonging to the
period of the Timur dynasty. Among them are a piece of writing by
Azher on Abu-Said Mirza (Kuregan), the poems of a Caghatai poel
called Geda, a picture of Timur (the face shows signs of wear) and
his tent on which is a plate bearing the inscription"Al-Sultan Amir
Temur Kuregan", works by 'Akkas Kepek (Nadir al'axr Mevlana
Kepek' 'Akkas al-Heravi) of Herat, Sultanali Meshedi, his son-in-law
Zeineddin Mahmud, Sultan Muhammed Nur. Some Ottoman prose
pieces have been added to folios 57 and 58 and the album opens· like
those of Shah Tahmasb and Behram Mirza, with a preface on the
history of calligraphy and decoration.
The album H . 2151 has 101 leaves and on the excellent leather
binding it is written that it was prepared for ."Yusuf Bahadir khallada
Allahu mulkehu". Also theır volume contains works by artists of th e
late Timur and Safevi periods. The words "aldavlat al-sarmadiya alBayanderiye" lead me to conclude that this ''Yusuf Bahadir" was an
Aqqoyunlu prince who kept his rank under .the Safevis, and that h ~
is possibly th at Yusuf who was Yaqub Bek's brother and Elvand
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Mirza's father. The album co.1;ıı~-a~ns a prose work dated the Ramadan
of 806/ 1404 by Muhammed bin Abd' al-Hay al-Tebrizi whom I suppose
to be the son . of Khodja Abdulhay, the .painter, a contemporary of
Timur, a picture made in Samarkand by Shihabeddin Abdullah alHaravI, . the painter and cailigrapher, and the son of Mir Ali Tebrizl,
a contemporary of Ulug Bek, poems in Chaghatai by Neval, Sultanali
Meshhedl, Shah Mahmud Nisaburi and others, a prose work bearing
the signature of Abdurrahim al-Khilvati, son of Shams Tebrizl al
Mashriqi, (Shams Tebrizi of Djelal Rumi), prose pieces by Muhammed
Mumin, painter and calligrapher and- son of Abdullah Mervarid, a
calligrapher from Herat, and a picture made by a Turk cailed Ali Bek
al-Katib for a Turkish prince (pl.XXX:II). Yusuf Bahadir, a prince of
the Aqqoyunlus, for whose library this volume was evidently prepare<l
was much attached to Timur art and Chaghatai literature.
The album H. 2147 (32 leaves and 9 miniatures) contains works
belonging to the Safav1 period, among them pieces of prose by Zeynuddin Mahmud, who has already been mentioned, Mir Muhammed
Samarkand1, of 32b, a picture of Shah Ismail I on the throne (pl.
XXXIII) and works by Velican, the painter, and f. 9b poems in Osmanli.
Of the albums belonging to the Safevi period, H . 2144 has 13
leaves and contaii:ıs works by Mir Ali, Bihzad, 'Imad al-Huseyni;
H . 2146 has 18 leaves and contains works by Imad al-Huseyin, Velidjan
Naqqash and a portrait of Sadiqı Bek of Tebriz, a writer in the
Chaghatai tongue (pl.XX:XIV); H. 2140 cif 38 leaves has works by
Qasim Naqqash of Tebriz, Bihzad and Sadiqi Bek, poems in Chaghatai
and a piece of prose by Imad ; H . 2162 of 34 leaves has works by
Velidjan Naqqash ,and Bihzad, pictures of the miradj of the Prophet,
self-portrait of Velican Naqqash (XX:XV); H . 2168 of 43 leaves has
works again by Bihzad, Velidjan, Mahmud Muzehhib (pl. XX:XVI),
and a picture of a Christian priest signed also by Bihzad (pl. XX:XVII) ;
H. 2145 of 53 leaves contains beautiful pictures for Hafiz's poem
"Turkan-i parsi goyan
bakhshendegan-i umr end
Saqi besharet-i
deh + piran-i parisan-ra"; life on the plateau (pl. XXXVIII), and
works' by Shah Mahmud Nishaburi, Mehmed Sherif of Herat and
Qasim Shadishah.

+

+
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The album H. 2156 of 100 leaes: ·and containing 46 miniatures
has on a full page the council of the Safevi sultan; the poems of Huseyin
Bayqara; the letter to someone called Ismail Quli K.han by Sultan
Huseyin (probably Bayqara) , a prose piece by Dost Muhammed Bek
(who later worked und.er the Safevids) signed "Dost Muhammed bn.
Suleyman al-Herevi"; muraqqa's from Alishir's poems; Alishir's story
of his own life; pictures by Muhammed al-Haravi, son of the painter
Abdullah al-Haravl, who was teacher of calligraphy nestaliq to Baysungur, and a courtier of Ulug Beg; Shah Mahmud Nishaburi's poems
in Chaghatai; a picture showing a Turkish prince cherishing a statue
presented by Sheikh Buranı (pl. XXXIX) , works by Behram Quli, a
Safev! painter; muraqqa's from Neva!'s poem, illustrated with pictures
· and done with fingernails; a prose piece dated 968 / 1580 by someonc
called Agha Khan, fragments from an ornamented copy of Alishir's
''Medjalis al-n:efa'is".
The album H. 2166 of 27 leaves contains pictures by Ali Riza,
Aqa Riza reflecting town and village life, and pictures made in imitation of paintings of the Timur and Ilhani periods.
The following must be mentioned as having come from Centr:ıl
Asia: the album H. 2159 (18 leaves, 44 minitaures) has been prepared
for the treasury of the abovementioned Abdulaziz K.han, the ruler of
Bokhara, on page 200 there is a prose piece by the same ruler. Thc..
album 'contains works ohhe Tim ur and Safevi schools, and by Sultanali
Meshhedr, Muhammed bn. Sultan Muhammed Nur and Sheikh
Buranı; under the signature of Khata'i, are Shah Ismail's Turkish
poems (f. 67) ; a poem in W es tern Turkish by Malik al-Daylemi; pagc'>
from an ornamented copy of Alishir Neva!'s "Medj alis" and some of
his other poems.
The small album H. 2155 contains works by Hüseyin Bayqara and
Alishir, a picture showing a prince called Kücük Mirza presenting
Alishir N eval with flowers (pl. XLa) (published by the Turkish
Historical Society), on f. 19b the portrait of a Russian ambassador to
the Safevids (pl. XLb) ; another portrait surrounded by Cami's poems;
pictures made by Ubeydullah Bukhari, probably for Özbek l Jbeydullah
Khan (pl. XLI); works by Mes'ud, son of Mirek Naqqash who was
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one of Baysungur's courtiers; by Muhammed Bek al-Haravi (pl. XLa)
and by Sultan Ali Meshedl (pl. XLb).
The album of calligraphy and minatures H . 2310 .of 102 leaves has
been prepared far the treasury of Baysungur Kh an ( th at is, Baysungur
Mirza) and contains numerous specimens of calligraphy by several
calligraphers; Sultan Huseyin Bayqara's and his son Muzaffer Huseyin
Mirza'as seal which bears the farmuls "rasti resti" (i.e. "you will achieve
your purpose through honesty") .
The album of calligraphy and miniatures H. 2157 contains pieces
taken by · Zeynelabidin bn · Sultan Bakht al-Djurdjanı from Emırl's
''Dehname" in Uygur (published by Professor R. Arat in the Anniversary far Köprülü) , a prose piece dated 917 by Muhammed b. Sultanshah
al-Haravl, and works by calligraphers of the Mameluke and Ilhanl
periods.
The alburn H . Zl37 has been prepared far the treasury of Veli
Muhammed Khan, the ruler of the Astarhani Özbeks. Its "dibadje"
and preface is highly decorated, and has been prepared by Muhammed
Salih, who is known as the "Khan ~s secretary". Indian Baburid
pictures and works by Riza Abbasi in the album must have come as
gifts to Bokhara and included in it. Veli Muhammed Khan w ho ruled
between 1605-1611 is here described as "Khaqan oqlu Kh aqan Ebulgazi
Veli Muhammed Bahadir Kh an madd Allahu zhillahu" (pl. XLIII).
The album contains also pictures of European origin.
The small album H. 3149 (29 leaves, 11 miniatures) contain s
beautiful copies of poems by Neval and Huseyin Bayaqra, a poem ,in
the Chaghatai tongue by Sultan Ali Meshhed\', and ve ry fine pictures,
such as the love scene between a T urki sh w arrior and a girl (pl. XLIV)."
The albums numbered H . 2142, 2143, 2165 and 2176 1must have
come from the Baburids in lndi a. 2142 contains copies of many of
Bihzad's works, a party given by the Empress Nurcihan Begum (pl.
XLV); _a picture of Evrengzib; a picture showing Nasreddin Khodja
riding a donkey; an excellent portrait of imam Quli Khan (1611-1642),
the Özbek Astarhanl ruler of Bukhara made by Haci _Muhammed
Musavvir (pl. XLVI). The !ast picture must ha ve come to the Baburid~
f rom Bukhara and so included in the album. The Baburid albums in
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lndian museum in London contain an excellent portrait of Özbek
Abdullah, the ruler of Bukhara, which must have found its way into
the album in thç same way.
The album H . 2143 of 17 leaves is a mixture of Safevi, Baburid
and Osmanlı; albums H. 2170 and H. 2165 a mixture of Osmanlı and
Safevi works. The last one also contains works of the Aqqoyunlu
period. Also Album H. 2158 is a mixture of Timurid, Safevi and Osmanli works, for instance by Bihzad, Sultanali Meshhedi, Mehmed
Emin Muzehhib and Riza Abbasi, and poems in O smanli and
Gaghatai.
Our libraries possess, apart from the albums, also many works
illustrated with miniatures. The problem which confronts us is to feel
the need for cataloguing them, to find the tim e for this and- to bring
together specialists of Persian, Turkish and Arab literature and -art.
Many of these manuscripts in Topkapı Saray, University Library and
the Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art have been examined by m e
since 1927.
These have been made partly under the Timur and Safevi dynasties
and partly in the p.eriod of the ilhan!, Djelayir, Qara- and Aqqoyunlu;
Osmanli and Özbeks to decorate the Shahname-i Firdevs, Khamse-i
Nizami, and works of Saadi, Djami, Hustev-i Dihlevi, and Alishir
Neval.
Topkapi Saray contains 42 illustrated Shahnames. İn the D epartment of " Hazine" H. 1475, 1479-1497, 1499-1503, 1505-1514,
1516; in the Revan Kiosk (= R.) 1542, 1544, 1546, 1548, 1549; in th e
section of Ahmed 111 (= A.) , H. 3065.
Of these, H. 1475 has been made in Bukhara for Özbek Ubeydullah Khan or his son Abdulaziz Khan and contains 38 pictures. ff.
lb-2a contain a picture of the ruler to whom the copy was dedfrated
(pl. XLVII), f. 265b . shows under the name Luhrasp the ruler of the
time; the headgear worn are Özbek hats, and the soldiers carry
muskets.
.

H. 1479 is an ilhan! work from 731 / 1331 of 90 illustrated folios.
On ff. 4b-5a is a picture of the ruler Abu Said Bahadir

XLVIII).

Khan (pl.
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The decorated circle containing the title on the first page showing
th at the particular copy of the work had been made for the treasury
of the ilhan! vizier Giyaseddin Mehmed is not legible any more.

H . 1483 from th e year 978 / 1570 is a work of the Safevi period,
and contains 32 pictures by Muhib al-Katıb . F. lb-2a show the ruler of
the time and his queen climbing a tree on a ladder.
H. 1488 has been prepared by Muhammed Baqi al-Katib in 972 /
1565 for the library of Abdullah Khan bn Iskender, the Ö zbek ruler
of Bukhara,
•
\)~. ~_r l! ~~L).) ". V" iJ~ j\;.. ).)\~ o\.\l \..u;:. tS jl~lly. I J~'( ~~Jr: :_;\;,..':-' l:.) ).)
and contains 28 pictures all depicting Turkish types. F . 227b shows
o fairy carrying away a ruler, something which is important for Central
_Asian mythology.

H. 1489 copies the pictures of the Shahnames of G az an Kh an 's
(Ilhanid) and Shahrukh's (Timurid) times, written in 887 / 1482,
possibly in Samarkand. The ruler portrayed on his throne on ff. 48
and 76a is probably Sultan Ahm ed Mirza, the ruler of Samarkand (pl.

XLIX) .

H. 1490 contains 13 miniatures all of which are Persian types.
H. 1491 must have been written by H an 'Ali K atib in 901 / 1496 at
Herat for the treasur y of Kargiya Sultan Ali, the nıler of Gilan F f.
l b-2a show a ruler who is a Turkish type.

H . 1496 has been written by Muh ammed bn Muhammed Baqqal
(the author of otlıer manuscripts we have seen in Topk apı Saray) in
868/ 1464 at Herat, and gives th e impression of having been copied
from the miniatures of the Shahnames belonging to the Shahrukh Baysungur period. There are pictures of flags on of 90b, 103a, and 444a
contains pictures which are important for th e history of the leather
clothing worri. on the steppes.
Also H . 1506 (written in 891 / 1486 at Shiraz) contains on of 15a,
43a ete. pictures of leather clothing and men's and women's clothes
of the steppes.

H. 1509 w hich orig inated from the Bukh ara, Samarkand
shows all Ö zbek and steppe types.

area
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H. 1507 (written in 1494) is very interesting for Turkish types,
clothes and ·games; Ff. 8lb, and 246b ha ve pictures of rulers.
H. 1514, written in 942/ 1535 at Bukhara by Muhammed al-BalkhI,
contains 36 pictures. The portrait of the ruler on ff. lb-2a probably
belongs to Özbek Ubeydullah Khan (pl. XLIX).
R. 1544 was written in 923 / 1517 for an Özbek ruler whose portrait
we see on ff. lb-2a ,and it is recorded in the ornamented title page that
it later belonged to the Osmanlı prince Suleiman bn Sultan Abdulhamid.
H. 1510 is an excellent copy written in 706/ 1306 at Shiraz by
Lutfullah of Tebriz for the Ilhan1 nobleman "Emir Huseyin KCıregani"
(that is, the Djlayir nobleman Emir Huseyin Küregani often mentioned
at the time of Ulcaytu and Ebu Said Khans).

ff. 7b-8a contain the portrait o{ a rul~r. .
H. 1511 is another excellent copy written in 772/ 1371 at Shiraz·
with f 276 showing a ruler enthroned. The pictures are more primitive
as compared to those made during the Timur dynasty.
Topkapi Saray contains approximately 75 illustrated copies of Nizam1's Khamse: H. 730, 731, 749-771 , 773-781, 783-792· 794, 1008; R.
855-860, 862, 865-867, 870-871, 873-874, 877, 879, 881-884, 1042, 1049,
Baghdad-Klocku (= B.) 145-147; A. 1527, 3559, the Emanet Hazinesi
( = EH) 1542. Among these the following may . be mentioned:

H. 750, written in 779 / 1378 by Shah Muhammed, contains 26 pictures. This Shah Muhammed is probably H aclji Muhammed cif Tehriz~
one of Timur's painters, and in Lhe albums 2152 and 2160 (d ated 744 and
788 respectively) we possess examples of his calligraphy and other pieces
of calligraphy by his son Sheikh Muh ammed, datecl 788, 790 and 809.
They have born the name "Musbarridj al-Tugra! al-TebrizI"; though in
the genealogies of the Timurid s (Mu' iz al-ansaıb) a certain Sheikh Muhammed of the guard regim ent (Qavcın) is mentioned among the
bearers of the privy, his father is Egu-Timur, which makes it irrı
probable that he and Sheih Muhammed, th e painter and calligrapher
are the same person. The Khamse H. 750 was probably written only
eight years after Timur's accession. The ruler portrayed on ff 1 b-2 a
has a small black beard, and so does Alexander shown on 280 a and
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313 a (both of which undoubtedly represent Timur). The album 2138
h as a picture of Tim ur on f. 67 b with his name m entioned, which is
very similar to the abovementioned, only in H. 750 he is shown to be
younger. This makes it almost certain that this work was produced in
the years · of Timur's reign.
Timur in his most authentic portraits (like Zafername of Thomas
Arnold, pl. VII, XII) in full accordance with the report of İbn-Arabshah
(~"I J! _,ı. ~~

'-:'_,.:....

~.:. •.;J._ ~.r:... j~ I -fy.1 .) 1-~0 1 J~_,ı. J>!- j'6"_,)

is depicted as a ''Man of great statture, blond unaffected by any kind
of tawny colour, and with a long beard".
The Khamse H . 761 was written and illustrated in 881 / 1476 by
F ahreddin Ahmed for Uzun Hasan Ebu-n-Nasr (Hasan Bahadir Khan)
of the Aqqoyunlus at the order of Shivanshah Sultan Khalil. We understand from a note on f 200 b that the first parts of the work were
written in 866/ 1462 by the famous painter and calligrapher Sheikh Muh ammed Pirbudaq1 (Herev1) for Pir Budaq Sultan of the Q araqoyunlus
(Ebul-Fath Sultan Pir Bud ag) , governor of Baghdad. Both the callig raphy and the 16 miniatures are superb.

H. 762 which h as 16 excellent miniatures has been produced in
1476 by Abdurrahman Khorezm1, who worked in the palace of Shahrukh at Herat, then was taken to Iraq by Cihanshah of the Qaraqoyunlus in 1465, and later worked at th e court of Uzun H asan and Yaqub
Bek, and who left splendid exam ples of calligraphy and miniatures. The
work in question was produced w hen he was working as a member
of Yaqub Mirza's court.

H.767 was written by Sultanali Meshhedi

(tS..(f..:..• .r-!, LJ..ilhL)

in 900 / 1495 ; it has 34 miniatores, there is a picture of the "Sultan"
and his q ueen on f 228 a.

H. 768, an excellent work containing 27 pictures and written in
890/ 1485 by Mun'im al-AvÇadı (Mun'im al-dın Muhammed bn Ibrahim al-A vÇadI al-Balabanı?) is a main source for Turkish types and
ethnography.

H .769 was produced in 905/1500; ff . l b - 2 a and 160 b - 161 a
show a ruler and his queen, probably Sultan Huseyin Baykara. In both
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manuscripts the pictures of the rulers resemble those in works prepared
for Shahrukh of ths Timur dynasty and Gazan of the Ilhan!s.

H. 771 was written in 895 / 1489 by Huseyin Geluye,
member of the school of Herat, f. 15 a bears the date 893.

another

H. 773 is a work of the school of Herat dated 865 / 1461, ff. 1 b - 2 :.ı
and 286 a contain portraits of the ruler. H. 774 containing 51 pictures
was written in 844/ 1440 either at Herat or Sarnarkand. The picture of
the ruler and his retinue on ff. 1 b - 2 a may' be accepted as that of Ulug
Bek, because it is identical with his pictures in the albums (pl. 1). in
the section devoted to Leyla and Medjnun Arab women are veiled,
whereas Turkish women in other section are not, except their hair.

H. 778, compelled in 1495 the appearance of the beardless ruler with
turban (f. lb-2a) reminds one of Ghazan-Khan.

H. 779 was completed in 843/ 1440 by lmad Aberqulhi, but the part
up to the 175a was written in 857 / 1453 by Aıbdurrahman Khorezml,
who has already been mentioned above, while he was still in Herat. İt
contains twenty pictures and is a perfect copy altogether. The person
portrayed standing among seven physicians on f 342b is probably Iskender Shahruh or Ulug Bek Mirza (pl. L 1). in the miniatures Ulug Bek
is portrayed sometimes wearing an felt hat with cut brim and sometimes a small turban of the kind worn by the Tiinutids.
H. 783, the work of Mun'im al-din Avhadi with 22 miniatures. On
f. 21 a the title of an anonymous sultan : al-sultan al-a'zam al-khaqan',
the name has been omitted .
H. 786 was written in 850/ 1446 by Ali bn Iskender for Yusufshah
the son of Mir Mizan of Tebriz and illustrated (it has 20 miniatures)
by Sultan Ali al-Baverdi (from Bave rd Ebiverd of Turkmenistan.
tS.:ıJ_,U : ~lhL l..ı.J_,...,.. _, ~..i.·

H. 877 containing 23 miniatures and completed by a painter and
calligrapher called Muhammed Ashkabad1 prov.es that Turkmenistan's
capital Ashkabad had a place in the artistic tradition of Central Asia.

T. 1008 was written in 896/ 1491 by Murshideddin Muhammed, who
belonged to a family of calligraphers in Shiraz. it has 43 miniatures,
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and f. 297b the picture of Alexander. Shows the contemporary ruler,
wearıng a crown.

R. 855 was written in 849-850/ 1445-1446 the last days of Shahrukh ,
at Herat. it has 8 miniatures and clearly shows Chinese and Uygur
influence. f. lb-2a show the ruler hunting, 60b a game of polo, 20a a
beautiful picture of the story about Sultan Sandjar and the old woman.
R. 850. Written in Shavval 894/ Sept. 1489 with 21 miniatures ; on
f. 426 b contains interesting pictures of the Chinese.

R. 857. A work by Muhammed al-H~seynl from H erat of the year
1492, with 21 miniatures.
R. 862 was written in 846/1442 by members of the school of Herac,
and has 4 pictures. Ff. 249 a and 429 ıb show a ruler resembling Ul,ug
B.ek and his queen. The copy has been made at Herat for F atih Sultan
Mehmed bn Murad and obviously sent to his library as a gift.
Alishir Nevai mentions such gifts which he or Sultan Huseyin
Bayqara have had prepared in Herat to be send to their foreign friends
like Yaqub Bek Aqqoyunlu a.o.

· R. 8(j). made in 1520 by calligrapher

and painter Murshid al-

~atib with 36 very nice and clear and richly coloured pictures.

R. 865, beautiful copy made in the l 6th century, with 22 pictures;
on f. 320 a is a very clear picture of "İskender and Qara-Kahan".
R. 866, a copy made by Ali bn Bistam al-Damghani, important for
the study of Turkish costumes of that time.

H. 870 was written in 848/ 1446 by Abu Bekir bn Ismail al-Faruqi·
a member of the school of Herat. it has 34 1miniatures. The pictures
depicting the miradj of the Prophet show the influence of the Mi'radjnaıme's of the İlkhan id - period. The "sultan on f. 177 a and 242 b is probably Ulug Bek, and f 275 b shows Iskender accepting his own portrait
as a gift.

R. 874 completeda l476 in Shiraz, on the titlepage a picture of

:ı

drinking party of the ruler.

H . 781 is a work which has hitherto escaped the notice of art historians, and is the most perfect one among the copies of the Khamsa-i
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Nizami in Topkapi Saray. it was written in Shahrukh's time by Yusuf al-Djami and illustrated and decorated by Khoca Ali al-Tebrizi,
Timur's and Shahrukhs famou s painter and calligrapher. (4.; \_;;. !"~ .1.
·~"'.)
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that is the work was prepared in 849/ 1449 at Herat for the treasury of
Hayri Hatun, daughter of Osman Bahadir, a son of Abbas, one of Timur's greatest army qfficers. The beautiful picture on ff 1 b-2 a probably shows Shahrukh Mirza. We possess in our albums various
examples of calligraphy dated 809, 833 and 849 and some u11dated be
longing to Khoca Ali Tebrizi, who was an illustrator and calligrapher
from Shahruh (Baysungur) Mirza's Academy of Art. He has signed his
name as .,>j)__,i. ı 0).JI ..ı.f j . ":--\__,;. J.:. ~.) ·..>;)__,;Lı ô j_,o:-:11 •:--1..ı~" ·~:.)
ô)_..ı:-:11

on ff. 16 a and 19 -a of the album 2152, and as

.,> j;l _,;l.- 1 •:--1__,;. Jı::. ~-)

<>.:r•..ı:-:ıı
on leaf 30 a of the same, album 2152, and as

/\ · °'

~~ J.H..:. j ô )_-:-:ll .,>j)__,;l..\ ·~\_,;.

J.:. -~)
<:-- 1_,;. J.:. c.)

and
";.~ •"I c:_l.....,I ı.>j_,o:-:11 0 ) .ll ..ı.f J .
on f. 65 a of the album F. 1423 in the Universi ty Library. Dost Muhammed refers to him as "Khodj a Ali Musavvir" in his biography of artist.>.
Some have written his name as "Mevlana 'Ali Musavvir". The people
who illustrated the magnificent copy of the Shahname or its other copy
(which is now k ept in the G ulistan Museum in Teheran) are mentioned in the report of Cafer T ebrizi Baysungur! who personally wrote
and completed the Shahname in 1430 at Baysungur's request. In the
report it is described how Cafer himself was responsible for the calligraphy of the work and that the illustrations were being done by Mevlana Ali, with the exception of the cover of the book, w hich was illuminated by Mevlana . Qivam al-din, because Mevlana Ali's eyes had
been giving him t_rouble for th e last few days. The report also mentions
that these two artists and Seyyid Ahmed Naqqash were brought by
Dost Muhammed Baysungur Mirza from T ebriz. "Mevlana Ali" men ·
tioned in this report and "Hoca Ali" who illustrated our Hamsa are
probably the same person. The fact that Ali Hoca writes his name es
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putting the word "hoca" at the end ioining it to the word
before and described himself as "el Khor.ezml" shows that he is from
Horezm or Saray. Signatures like Ahmed Sheikh, Muhammed Sheikh.
Ibrahim Sheikh, Omer Khoca· Akhodja seen in Turkish histories (mentioned as Akkuza, ~\_,.;.,\
Alikoza in Russian sources) and in
the collection written in 681 at Saray and bearing the number Burs1
Huseyin Celebi 468, leave no doubt about the Horezm origin of our
Alikhodja. As for "Yusuf al-Djami", the copyist of the manuscript, he
is probably that Yusuf bn Muhammed bn Shibab al-Djami, the author of.
Fava'id-i Ghiyathe", catalogued under 4155 in the Ayasofya library.
He completed this work which was written for Shahrukh in August
1431. Though "Djami" or "yam" is a town in Khorasan, the name has
been used to mean a "postal station" on the great tracks, like Tabriz·
Sa~arkand, Peking (Khanbaliq) - Qaraqurum, Tabriz - Saray, SarayCrimea and Moscow. üne station "Djam" ( or · Djamian") was near
Herat alre;ıdy in the premongol-time, perhaps has the word "djam"
here nothing to do with the Turkish ''Yam-djam". Various places between Balkh, Samarkand and Tashkent still keep their old name "Djam"
or "Yam". İn Russian and in Eastern Turkic it was pronounced ''Yanı"
and this form found its way into the sources. The towns bearing the
name "Djam" between Tebriz, Sultaniye, Herat and Samarkand were
the first places here Turks and Mongols intermingled with the Persian
population. The word "Djami" added to one's name does not necessarily
show his origin, the word "Djamcı " means however "postman".
Another person who lived at this period was Mir Ali Tebrizi. He,
too, is a Turk · and one of his poems in mixed Chaghatai and Wes·
te m Turkish is included in our albums. Mir Ali T ebrizl was a master
of nes taliq - writing and a painter as well. A copy of Khodjuy-i K erman1". "Humay u Huma yun" which he completed in 797 / 1396, th at
is in Timur's reign, is kept in th e British Museum under the number
add. 18113. His son came to be known as Shihabeddin Abdullah alH aravl, and was teacher of calligraphy to Baysungur and Ullug Bek.
We also have examples of calligraphy belonging to him. Mir Ali was
a member of one of "Seyyid" families of Tebriz, that is why his name
is always used together with the word ''Mir". He probably died at thc
end of the 14th or in the beginning of the 15th century, because he is
mentioned as the gentleman-in waiting to the poet Kemal Khodjendl.
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üne Mir Ali is also mentioned in the ''Mu'iz al-ansab" as one of the
Persian and Arabic secretaries of Shahrukh, this might well be our
Mir Ali. As Mir Ali signs his name clearly as
J:JJUI -Sj_-'.':l\ ...rl:I\

ü.

J.:.

-'.'.,.ıv

at the end of Humay u Humayun which he completed in 1396, he
probably served in Timur's time as seneschal, the Mogol-Turk term for
which was "bavurchi". In Reshideddin's list three of the 20 artists arc
described as "bavurchi". Since he bore the name "Mir" and his fathe:
was Ilyas, the art historians evidently make a mistake when they consider Mir Ali and Hoca Ali Musavvir the same person.
In his abovementioned report Cafer Baysungur! mentions before
Mevlana Ali, Emir Halil as the most distinguished artist of the Aca ·
demy. About Emir Halil, who is very frequently mentioned by contemporary art histories 20 , the report has the following to say: "Emir
Khalil, having finished dra'wing the waves of the picture of the sea in
the Gulistan, will now paint them." The "Gulistan" is obviously Saadi's
Gulistan and "the picture of a sea", the one illustrating the story in the
third chapter of the warrior who barely escapes drowning in the sea. All
illustrated copies of the Gulistan, and even the one printed in Tashkent
has pictur.es showing the sea, the ship, people in danger of drowning
and the warrior. This Gulistan must be that copy of the work which
is now in the Chester Beatty collection in Dublin. It is described as the
best example of the art of the Timur period 21 and bears the note thal
it was written by Cafer Baysungur!.
Binyon remarks that a rare mixture of pai nts, th at of white pigment
made to look like elead · something which was suitable to the mystic
spirit of Gulistan, was used here and that this method was later copied
by others. The Chester Beatty copy and 29 b do indeed contain this
picture of the sea and th e waves 2 1 a. This also enables us to fix the date
of Cafer Baysungur!'s report, becaus.e the report mentions those worb
which were completed betwen 1427 (when the "Gulistan" was com19) RİEU, Catalogue of tlıe Persian MSS of ·Brit . Mus. il. 621.
20) BINYON , Persia rı Miniature Painting , pp . 59, 83, 185, 189; A. POPP, Survey of
Persian Art., passjm .
21) BINYON, op. cit. pp. 55, 68.
21a)
A. Arberry and M. Minovi. The Clı cstcr Beatty Library. A Cataloguc of the Persian Manu scripts and M'iniatures. Dublin 1959. pp. 38, 39. Th e picture depicting thc s lıips on
.
thc sea is on pi. xxvın.
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pleted) and 1429 (when Baysungur's Shahname was completed). Who
was this Emir Khalil or Khalil Mirza? D evletshah calls him "Mevlana"
which would mean he was a lea_rned theologian and refers to him as
one of the four wonders of his time, one of the four masters representing music, singing, architecture and painting in Shahrukh's palace
at Herat. Mirza Halil calls himself "Emir Khalil Shahrukhl" 22 a. Emir
Khalil is not mentioned in "Mu'iz al-ansab" among Shahrukh's highranking officials, because he was too young at the time, but he is mentioned as "Mirza Khalil" or "Khalil Mirza" in the list of officials 0f
Shahruh's sons. Because he was an "Emir'', the artist is sonıetimes also
referred to as "Khalil Bek".
According to Mu'iz al-ansab, Mirza Khalil was the son of "Muhammed Dpehangir Mirza" who was the grandson of ''Djehangir Mirza",
who was Timur's eldest son. His mother was Meryem Sultan Bike,
who was Shahrukh's daughter. Baysungur Mirza gave him his daughter
Sahibe Sultan as wife and ' had him as his son-in-law. Dost Muhammed
considers Emir Khalil a close companion and intimate friend of Baysungur's and tells the following story about them: Emir Khalil had one
day accidentally stepped on Baysungur's foot, and getting worried that
he might have angered Baysungur, locked himself up in Cafer's room,
(in the Academy) , who w as working on some works o fart. On the
other hand, Baysungur himself had got worried lest his mother Buher
Shad, Khatun who had great authority in the family, hear about the
incident. So he went to Cafer's room · had the door opened and forgave
Emir Khalil, upon which they embraced and their relations became
more intimate after this. And when Baysungur died, Mirza Khalil remained at the court of Alanddevle Mirza, th e son of Baysungur. W e
don't know of any other "Emir Khalil" except Mirza Halil who was
at th e court of Sh ahrukh and Baysungur, was Mirza Cih angir's grandson on his fath er's side and Sh ahruh's grandson on his mother's side
and became Baysungur's son-in-law. When Shahrukh Mirza died in
1447, his sons were in various parts of the country at their posts of duty,
and with him were only Baysungur's son Abu'lqasim Babur, Ulug Bek's
22
son Abdullatif and Muhammed Cihangir's son Khalil Mirza h.
22 a) SCHTSCH UKINE . Les Pein tures des Ma tıııscrits Timurides. Pacis 1954. p. 14 .
22b) Abdu rrazzaq Samarqan dl, M atla al- Sadayn. Laho re ed., vol. il . p. 879.
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According to the same Mu'iz al-ansab, this Mirza Khalil was one
of the three princes (Sultan Muhammed Mirza, grandson of Omer
Sheikh Mirza, Salih Mirza and Khalil Mirza) serving Baysungur Mirza. He also is se.e n in the army of Abu'lqasim Babur Mirza, son of Baysungur; with the rank "tuvachi". For this reason he is remembered as
''Mirza Khalil" as well as "Emir Khalil". We must keep in mind that
Khalil's father Muhammed Cihangir married Shahrukh Mirza's
daughter Meryem Sultan Bike in 816/ 1413, and for this reason their
son Khalil Mirza could not be rrı:or.e than 19 years old when Baysunguı
Mirza died at the end of 1433, and not more than 33 when Shahrukh
died in 1447. If there existed another Emir Khalil Bek who was a favourite at the court of Shahrukh and his son Baysungur and close to
Queen Guhershad Khatun, he also must have b.een from the Barlas who
had close relations with the ruling dynasty. There is also no doubt
that Emir Khalil and Ali Khodja Musavvir of Khorezm and later of
Tebriz, who both worked as chief painters in Baysungur's Academy
of Art, were Turkish artists. The magnif icent miniatures of the Baysungur Shahname at Teheran were created by them. I have seen six
works in our albums on which it is written that they were made by
Emir Khalil. These pictures of high artistic merit have no relations to
Islamic subj ects: H. 2153, ff. 54 a, 55 b show the spirit of Chinese and
Uygur painting in depicting nature and animals. H. 2153· f. 73 b shows
a Turkish hero slaying a wild animal with huge teeth and nails; f.
54 a shows a sovereign's palace bearing the inscription on the great
port: ı-1"-1 ..:ı ~,- ..s'J~ll ~~l.ll ;;}...ll c.i"' .l:.~. v"I
and on the smal port:
U _J;.. J ~'} \ ~'}\ ~'}\ jlhUI , with the signature: J:1> ~-- J'('
H. 2160, f. 74 shows a two page picture of a dancing old man dressed in beautiful clothes. On f. 67 a of H. 2152, "al-Abd Khalil", probably
Khalil Mirza, gives an Uygur version of a poem by the poet known
also in the Golden Horde "Khvarezm1" and also inserts the picture of
a hawk. His signatme is "al-Abd Khalil", meaning "Halil, servant of
the Sultan" pl. LIII) .
Let us note here in digression that artists form Tebriz who lived
during the reigns of Timur, Shahrukh and his descendants, carried on
their art by passing it from, father to son. Our albums include man y
examples of calligraphy dated 746 and 788 h. by Haci Muhammed
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al-Musharrid al-Tugra'i al Tebrizi (that is, the locksmith) who was a
great painter of Timur's time; by his son ( also belonging to Timur's
court) Sheikh Muhammed al-Musharid al-Tebrizi, dated 790 and 809 h
by Mahmud Shah al-Khayyam (that is Mahmudshah the tentmaker) ,
who calls himself very of ten
Jo. I wra.,.. ..:ı'6.A.:..._ j_;._-;;Celayirs) sons. Some of his pictures as well as a beautiful example
of calligraphy ıby his son Muhammed dated 806 h. and signed
<\>_kl.(.. J ..;....... ~ ..:,\..;,,.. ) <Sj_~:I\ J..1-L:o. j_ .;.f "-:-~_)
are preserved in H. 2151, f. 101 b. These families of artists remind one
of Reshideddin's "Rab' Reshidı" deed documents for a pious foun ·
dation (Vaqifname-i Rab'i Rashidi).
There it was required that these artists should carry on the art of
their fathers, and for this reason never marry outside their circle, noi:
mix with others and devote themselves wholly to their art. Works by
Dost Muhammed, son of the famous calligrapher Djafer Baysungur!,
and by Husameddin Shams Baysunguri's son Muhammed are included
in our albums. These albums also contain a piece of prose written by
Baysungur's famous calligrapher A~har of Tebriz in 873/ 1486 at Shemaxi, a town in Northern Azerbaidjan (H. 2153, f. 94 a), and pictures
by Abdulbaqi · a painter from Baku. Topkapi Saray (EH) ıtossesses
under 1690 a copy of "Bustan" written by Abdullaçif at Shemakhi. Also
the British Museum ( Add . .16561) has an anthology of works of art
written at Shemaxi. B. Robinson has compared this anthology, the Upsala copy of th e Nizami H amse dated 843/ 1439 (that is, from Shahrukh's reign) , and other works, and has attempted, as a result of this
comparison, to find particular "Turkmen influences" in them 23 • We
can establish Turkmen influence in works created in Tebriz, Shemakhi
and Shirvan; and the prominence of Eastern Turkish artistic tradition
in works originating in Herat, Khorezm and the Golden Horde, but
the source of them all is Uygur art which also influenced by Islamic
traditions developed at the time of . Timur's sons and those of Cengiz
which was influenced by northern China. Northern Azerbaidjan very
probably was the meeting point of Ilhani art which developed at Tebriz
and Qipcaq Golden Horde art which developed at Saray and Khar.ezm.

23)

Festschrifı

für

Ernsı

Kühn el ,

Beri in 1959, pp . 207-21 !.
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The abovementioned Hamse-i Nizami (H. 781) and "Külliyat-i
Saadi" (University Library, F. 1412), which was written in Ş46 / 1442
at Herat in Shahruh's time are two of the most beautiful Timurl works
of an ( with the exception of the Shahname of the Teheran Gulistan
Museum) kept in the world 's libraries and museums. In the Khamse
H. 781 , Khodja Ali Musavvir's pictures depicting Alexander's discovery
of the fountain of life in northern countries (pl. L and LIV), the arrival of the Persian queen Nushabe as a spy (pl. LV.) and the picture
of a flag with horse tails added to show high rank (pl. LVI) ar.e quite
superb.
J j
The Khamse-i Nizami Or 6810 of British Museum, written and
painted by Qasim Ali in Sultan Huseyin Bayqaras time (1494) at Herat
for Emir Ali Farisi Barlas,, one of his greatest army-chiefs and one of
most intimate friends of Alishir, concidered as the best of the illuminaLed Khamsa-manuscripts of the ·time of Timurids 2 .ı. But İ anı of the
opinion, that after Baysungur's Shahnafoe at Teheran, after this Khamsa of Qasim Ali in British Museum after luxury copies of Alishir's works
in the Bodlean-Library · (illuminated likewise by Qasim Ali) , and after
the .Mahzan-i asrar manuscript by Mahmud Muzhahhib in the Bibliotheque N ationale at Paris- are the Kh amsa H. 781 in question and
the Saadi-works of th e İ stanbul Uni versity N. F. 1412 the finesl
examples of the art of the time · of Timurids that we posses in our libraries; though, of course, the final judgment lies with arthistorians.
Cafer Baysungur also mentions among works on y.rhich Baysungur
was at th at time working a certain Nuzhat al-arvah Hüseyni. This vo
lume and another Nuzhat al-arvah written by Baysungur were apparently some of the masterpieces adorn_ing the Yenidjami library in Istanbul, when Mirza Habib Isfahan! published hi s Khag u Khagaµin"
in 1890 25 , but this manuscript has been lost since then. R. 1042 is a
copy of "M antiq al-tayr" created by th e Hor.ezml artist Abdürrahim
al-Khorezml at the Aqqoyunlu palace at Tebriz, and contains fouı
miniatures.
24) F. MARTIN and T. ARNOLO, Tlıe Nizami Ma nıısc rip ıs , Loııdon, 192.9 . Binyoo
Gray, Persian Mi11iature Pai11ti11g, London , 1933 , p. 85.
25)

Kh att-u Khattaıan, lstanbul , 1305, 1890. p. 60.
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Among these are to be mentioned also:

R. 922, a work of the 16th century, with 17 pictures. At the time
of completion of the work (also at the time of Safavids) the courtwomen were v.eiled. '
R. 926, a work made by Murshid al- Katib al-ShirazI in 1532. On
the title-pages the picture _of the ruler, the horse-pictures are beautiful.

EH. 1960, Selected "Bustan'', made by a calligrapher and painter
Abdullatif at Shamakhi in northern Azerbaydjan in the year 946/ 1539.
R. 936, made in Bukhara in 16th 'century. The little son of the ruler
(the "ottekin" of the oldk Turk-Mongols) depicted on the throne on the
left. of the father; on front of the throne is painted a basin of fountain
with swimming ducks, a good parallel to Mahmud Kashghari's (IH.
305) account about Shu, (the legendary king -of the Turks) amusing
with his ducks in his house - basin.

R. 941, a work from Bukhara of l6th century, made by Hidayet
Allah al-K atib, on the first page the picture of the ruler· the mouth ~
of the women are veiled.
Seventeen of the works belonging to Husrey Dihlevi are illustrated:
H. 676, 684, 795, 797, 801 , 866, 871, 876, 898; R. 866, 1021, 1029. Of .
these, H. 676 was written by Sultanali Meshhedi in 902/ 1496 at Herar
for the library of Muhammed Muhsin Mirza, who was one of Hüseyin
Bayqara's sons, and f. 1 b - 2 a depict this Mirza hunting (pl LVII).

H . 195 is a work b<;longing to the school of Herat written in 882/
1478. The picture of the ruler on f 1 b - 2 a probably belongs to a ruler
of Herat or Samarkand, belonging to the Timur dynasty.

H. 801 was written in 902/ 1496 for the Timurid Sultan Mahmud
obviously that Sultan Mahmud (Mirza) who ruled in Samarkand in
these years. The manuscript contains 18 pictures.
R. 1021 was written by Mahmud Katib in 867 / 1463 for the Aqqoyunlu ruler of Baghdad; of the 8 pictures, that on 1 b - 2 a depicts the
ruler at a drinking party, which obviously is that patron o_f the arts·
Pir Budaq Bek, who ruled Baghdad in 866-867 (pl. LVIII) . On 165 b
we see a picture of the . ruler . with his wife. In these pictures we see
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Aqqoyunlu rulers wearing th e kind of conic turb ans which German
art historians call "Stabturban " and which were later asc ribed to the
Safevls. W e see ı th ese turbans also in pictures made at H erat in Hüseyin
Bayqara's time.

R. %1 is N asir Hüsrev's Diva,n, belongs to the school of H erat
and has 12 pictures. Topkapi Saray possesses 4 illustrated works by Selm an Savec!, H . 814, A. 3563, R. 1024 and 1026. Of these, A. 3563 WJ~
written by N a'im üd-din al-Katib b. Sadreddin al-Müzhehhib in 887 /
1482 at Herat. This copy containing 11 pictures was made for the
library of Bayezid II, ._:ıll.LJI ._:ılhl.J I 0. jlhUI rh"' )il ..:ıtı.ı..JI ~;I _;;. (-' J .
<ı; lhL J

..et\...

....Ul-1,l;. j~ .J,f: ,j ..ı.~..:
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and must h ave been sent by .Hüs~y in Bayqara on the occasion of Bayezid II's accession.
Ten copies of H afiz's Di van are illustrated: H. 814, 896, l(J(J), 1012;
"yenilir" the ( new ones) 93, 94; R. 944, 946, EH. 1650. Of these,
N . 93 is a work belonging to th e Timurid · sc hool dated 873/ 1469. It
contains 5 small miniatures, which all the same show every detail very
clearly.
·
I h ave examined 34 illustrated works by Abdurrahman Dj ami in
Topkapi Saray : His "Di van" : H. 987; "Gazeliyat": H . 985, 'y. 106.
B. 143; "H ert Evreng": H. 804, 805, R. 888, 892, 95, 911 ; "Silsilat alzheheb": H. 738, 1087, R. 897; " S abJ:ıa t al abrar": R. 898, 899, 900,
901; "Selaman u Absal": H . 1114; "Yusuf u Zuleyha" : H. 724, 725-72.8,
812, 1084· R. 907, 910.
The Topkapi Saray possesses 16 illustrated manuscripts of Alishir
N eval's and Hüseyin Bayqara's works: A. 2381, "Divan-i Hüseyni and
Divan-i Ubeyd Hani". together. HE. 1636 Divan of Bayqara only;
Khamsa-i Neval H. 802, R. 809, 810; Selections from Nevaı's Divan:
H . 1067, R. 802, 803, 807, 809, 810; Külaiyat-ıNeva1: R. 808. Yusuf u
Zuleyha, a specimen of Chagatai literature: H . 802) was written by P ir
Ahmed b. Iskender in 937 / 1530 and has 16 miniatures. R. 808 is a collection of Neval's works which was begun in the author's lifetime and
probably contains cor rections in his own h and. it is a richly decorated
copy of 802 leaves and two pages and was written by Dervish Muhamm ed TaqI (probably Dervish Muhammed al-H erev1 himself). HE 1636,
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is a delicately ornamented Bayqara Divan written by Sultanali Meshhedi
in 897/ 1492. lts 4 miniatures serve as illustrations to the gazels (pl. LIX).
The illuminated preface and the end where Sultanali is portrayed as
presenting the work to the ruler-poet (pl. LX) are .also beautiful.

R. 803 İs a selection from Nevai"s Divan written by Celebi al-Qainl
of Teöriz. lts 12 miniatures are made for the gazels (pl. LXI) .

R. 804 is the same selection and has 8 miniatures: The picture of a
ruler on leaf 111 b is very beautiful (pl. LXII).

R. 810 is a copy of Hamse, was written by Sultanali Meshhedi in
900 / 1494, that is in Neval's lifetime, and is a masterpiece of calligraphy
and illumination (pl LXIII and LXIV). It has 6 superb miniatures (pl.
LXV) , 'but most of them may have been copied from a Persian Khamse
in the time of the Safevls and put in space left lempty by Sultanali.
The following are the illustrated volumes in Topkapi Saray which
are worth mentioning: H. 154 is a copy of the Persian poet Hat!fi's
verse pieces on Timur's history, written by the famous Turkish calligr:ı
pher and painter Mahmud Müzhehhib in 947 / 1540 at Bukhara. it ha~
9 beautiful miniatures and at the end bears this signature of the artist:
,~.i l)~ A-.:. _,;.. \ j
1;l><:,

~ _,;.. \.;.,.

.. ı. v

L)_,_,_.l l i l::.; j_ I ":"':~
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F 1 b - 2 a which show a drinking party of Timur's, and 34 a showing an angry Timur are interesting.

F. 1591 is Timurname by th e same poet, and has 22 pictures.
H . 1593 is th e same wo rk, and has 4 pictures; both of these wo rks
belong to the 16. ce ntury. R. 1549 is Suleym an th e M agnificent's "Divan'" Called Divan-i Mul:libbı. lt conta ins 10 miniatures and w as written by Mehmed Qivam .

R. 1038

İs

Shahnam e-i Shah Ismail by Qasim Cunabadl, and has

2 miniatures.

R. 1038 is a richly decorated copy of Naqsh-i Bedi ' of Muhammed
Gazali Meshhedi written for Safe vi Ibrahim Mirza's library by the
famou s calligrapher Sultan Muhammed Khandan in 982 / 1574. it ha~
2 miniatures.
.
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A. 3595 is a perfect copy containing 43 miniatures of

Shahname-ı

Sultan Selim.

H. 796 is a Djöng-i farisl" written in 810/ 1407 at Yezd for Timur's
descendants. it contains poems by Nasir~i Khusrev (Matla'al-anvar,
Merzubanname), Abdülvasi Djebell, Hasan Dihlevl, Faryabı, IraqI, Sul'
tan Osman
SemerkandI of the Karahans and others and 16 very beautiful miniatures.
' of Shahname-i
R. 200 İs the s.econd volume, written in 1592,
· Murad-i Thalith.

R. 985 contains the Osmanlı Sultan's and Khodja Sadeddin's poerns,
Zübdet al-ash'ar, written on the occasion of Prince Mehmed b. Murad
Thalith's circumcision ceremony, and 5 miniatures.
H. 7164- ·is Mecmu'a-i lataif, a work by Ali b. Hüseyin al-Va'iz alKashifı, and has 49 simple miniatures.
.

H. 1517 is Süleymanname; containing 69 miniat.ures reflecting daily
life and made by Ali Shirvanl.
H. 410 is

Fütu~at-i Djemile, containing 7 minatur.es made by Ebu-

Turab Shirazı in 1558.

H. 841 is Varqa u Gülshah; containing 71 miniatures which belong
to the early period of Ilhanl art. F. 58 b contains a work by the decorJtor Abdülmü'min b. Muhammed of Khoy _;t;Jı .J.f .J. 0Ajll-1~" Jr
J .)-1
This person is undoubtedly the father of Hasan b. Abdülmümin b. Muhammed al-KhüyI, the famous author of guides to letter-writing 26 a .
Art historians have made various suggestions as to the origin of this
manuscript, all, unfortunatelr based on imagination. In fact, there is
no evidence to prove that Abdülmü 'pıin Naqqash lived anywhere else
xcept in north-east Anatolia and north-west Azerbaidjan, and that he
was influenced by any artistic tradition except that of the Ilh anls. it is
also well known that his son Hasan, who came originally from Khoy.
lived in Kastamonu during the reign of the Ilhanl Argun Khan.
Üne of the. most irriportant works of art in Topkapi Saray is the
copy of Gurshasbname (H. 674) which was copied in the country of
26 a )

Z. O. TOGAN, Umumi Türk_ Tarihine

Giriş ,

T. 1946 p. 315, 468 .
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the llhanis in 755 / 1354 and has 5 miniatures. We give the reproduction
of a picture depicting a Turkish prince watching some parro t perched
on a tree (pl. LXVII) .
Other important illustrated volumes in Topkapi Saray are copies
of the Persian translation of Kelile u Dimne. Of these, R. 1022 was wri tten by Shems Baysungur! (Muhammed b. Hisam) in 833/ 1429 for Bay sungur Mirza and contains 26 miniatures. Th e picture of a ruler on 1 b 2 a certainly belongs to Baysungur Mirza (pl. LXVIII). Like Shahname-i Baysungur! in the Teheran Museum, this picture is an impor26
tant document for Turkish court life and cloth es of the period b .

R . 1023 is another copy of Kelile u Dimne and has a special importance for us, because is was written in 810 / 1407 at H erat by the Turkisl ı
poet and calligrapher Yusuf Emiri who was already famous before Baysungur's time but who also outlived him . Thus the volume has an ~d ded
significance of being the work of an artist trained in Timur's lifetime.
He writes (§,;.. l~ J_,,;.!.11 u.~y_ ~ıı "-::_)
at the end of the book. There are 19 minatutes. In th e Baysungur
album there is an example of calligraphy by th e same person signed
(§,;.. \ U.~y_ -'7•)\ ,.ı.;_, (f. 31 b),
and on f 8 :ı another piece signed Yusuf the llluminator (':"'A>..il l

._;_.y)

As he was also an illuminator and painter, it is possibie that he painted
and illuminated thi s copy of K elileu Dimne himself. In this album
on the same page there are next the Calligraphic exe rcises (masq) of
Baysungur and h is clleagues like Ahmad Rumi and also pieces signed
by Ahmed Cura (»J ~~ -1~ \ ) (f. 14 a). Judging by the form , another
prose piece by the same person dated 812 and signed "Ahmed, the least
important of Sultan Baysungur's servants"
c_,:..:_,_L 0lhL ..>'6-';.,. ı.J_.;..-;
is on f. 17 a. On f. 19 b very probably the same person signs himself
Ahmed bn Yusuf. Both this Ahmed and hi s father Yusuf may have been
·"Cura", wh ich meant a favourite or a trusted servafft of th e court. In
the courts of Ilhan!ds and Timurids, the terms "aclb" or "bende" which
dicl not mean "the servan.t of God" were used for these trusted people
at court. (qapı qulu). Th e title. "Gura" which is often wrongly "etymologı zecl" by Persian writers as
o_,.;;~
is very important. Those
trusted servants at court we re called "A<fçura" and "Qara-çura", them
were also given th e name "İçki" ~nd "iyü (ev) oğlan". We know
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of Q ara-çuras in Gök-Türk and Samani periods, and of both
Qara- and Aq-çuras in the Golden Horde and Gaghatai ulus 2 7 . The
Osmanlı used the term "enderun!" instead of "İçki' '., or the old "içki-il"
or "iç il". These are the court setvants whose rights are enumerated as
serfs and slaves in Reshideddin's Tebriz Rab'Reshidi deed documents 28 .
20 servants of the court who are Turkish and Mogol artists with high
salaries may be Aq-Cura, and low salaried servants used in menial tasks
and as gardners ete. and Negro servant:s may be qara-C.ura. I believe
that like Ahmed Cura who was a member of Shahruh's court: also
'Abd Yusuf" was one of these "curas". Because rulers of the Timur
dynasty had the title "B.ek" or "Emir", artists at court took titles like.
"E:miri", "Baysungur!" or "Hüseyni", meaning "servan t of the Emir" or
"servant of Baysungur" or "Hüseyin ~ayqara". Artists at the court of
the Qaraqoyunlus used to take names like "al-Rustemi", "al-Ya'qubI", or
'al- Sultanı". For this reason, the Turkish name of a calligrapher who
called himself, as an artist, "al-Abd Yusuf" or "Yusuf Emir!", would be,
like Ahmed Cura· ''Yusuf Cura". Yusuf Emir! was one of the artists
who made up Baysungur's retinue, but his title "Emir!" probably shows
his nisbe to Emir Timur himself, as the servants of Baysungur used to
bear the title "Bay'sunguri". Yusuf Emir! was a Ghagatai poet who
served as eulogist both to Sh ahrukh and Baysungur. His poem "Deh29
naıne" which is praised by Alishir Neva!, has come down to us ~

H. 362 is an illustrated copy of Kelile u Dimne written in 834/ 1430
by Cafer Baysungur! for Baysungur Mirza. In the illuminated preface
of the work it is mentioned that the volum e was written for Baysungur
Bahadir's treasury. It contains 19 pictures, all of which are almost identical with those of H . 1022 .
.-.he following illustrated historical works in Topkapi Saray are
mentioning: H. 1654, an illustrated copy of Reshideddin's Djam!'
al-tavarikh written in 717 / 1317, that is during the author's lifetime. It
contains 195 miniatures. W e give 12 of the pictures which may have
been made by the 20 Turkish artists mentioned in Reshideddin's Vaqıfwortlı

27) VİLYAMlNOV - ZERNOV, Izsledovanya o K asimovsl?._il(_lı tsarial?._lı - t. 1, 1863, p. 370.
28) Revi<l\\· of the ln stitute fo r Isbmic Studies, ili , 1960, p. 159.
29) Ch. RİEU , Catalogue of Turl?._islı Manuscripts of tlıe Britislı Museum , pp . 288-9; R.
ARAT, Köprülü Fuad Armağanı, pp. 22-25.

'il

name-i Rab-i Reshidl 30 , and which represent various stages and suibjects
i nTurkish history : Mahmud of Gazne on his throne, accepting ornamented clothes sent by the Khalif of Baghdad, al-Qadirbi-'llah ( pl.
LXIX); victory celebrations in India by the same Mahmud (pl. LXX) ;
Indian rajahs kneeling before Sultan Mahmud depicted in Central Asian
clothes (pl. LXXI); accession of the Seldjuk SultanTugrul in June 1039
at Nisapur (pl LXXIV); accession of Sultan Sandjar falling prisoner to
the Oghuz Turks (pl. LXXVI; picture of Dhib-Yavguy (i.e. Yib Yabgu)
from the Oguz legend (pl. LXXVII. After his conquests in the East
and the West, Oghuz Khan celebrating his return to his country which
is shown to be in the Talas and İli region of Turkestan pl.
LXXVIII); picture of Köl-Erkin Khan, a sov.ereign ruler of the Turb
(pl. LXXIX); picture of. Turan Khan's son Ali Khan, ruler of the
Oghuz Turks in the Sir-Derya region (pl. LXXX); picture of the Turkish female ruler in India, Radiye Khatun bint Eltutmush (pl.
LXXXI) .

H . 1653. A complete copy of Madjmua-i Baysunguri by Hafiz Abru,
which contains a complete and unaltered copy of Rashid al-din's Djami'
al-tavarikh written in the lifetime of them and painted certainly by his
own artists (in Rab-i Rashidi ).
In many of these historic pictures the faces of the Sultans have been
erased by religious fanatics, who considered portrait painting sinful. The
volume contains 142 excellent miniatures, of which I give 9 : During
the war between the Samanlds and Qarakhanlds in 990, the departure
of Bughra-Khan from Boukhara and the retum of Samani Nuh b.
M ansur (pl. LXXXII); Arslan Yabgu 31 , the leader of the Turks in the
Samani army in 1003, coming to the aid of Samani Muntasir against
Qarakhanl Ilik-Khan (pl. LXXXIII) ; Muntasir- reinforced by Oghuz
Turks attacks the Karakhanls and ilik Khan fkes (LXXXIV); Khorezmshah il-Arslan (pl. LXXXV).
Of the pictures from the Oghuz Legend, the one depicting Oghuz
Khan's expedition into the country of Qilbaraq, in the north of moder ,1
Russia (i. e. the country of northern Finnish tribes) (pl. LXXXVI).
lnstituıe

30)

Review of the

31)

Tbis word spelt likc

for lslamic Studies il , p. 159.

}~

or

}~ , ıt is to read J". ~

= Yabghu .
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After this expedition Oghuz Khan undertakes another expedition into
Asia Minor and appears on the Syrian and Egyptian frontier (pl.
LXXXVII). After Asia Minor, Oghuz K.han on his way back to Turkestan via eastern Persia, undertakes another expedition into what is
roday north-west Afgani stan (pl. L:XXXVIII) . Timur's son Shahruh
on his throne (pl. LXXXIX).

B. 282 is a complete copy of Madjmu'a-i Hafiz Abru, written for
rhe library of Shahruh. Those . sections which deal with the Prophets
and Islamic have been illustrated with approximately 20 excellent miniatures. Of these I give three: Gabriel bringing a sheep to be sacrificed as Prophet Abraham was about to sacrifice his son Ismael (pl. XC);
rhe Prophet Muhammed's battle at Beadir (pl. XCI); K.halid b. Velid
killing the false prophet Museyleme (pl. XCII); Ali at the Siffin
battle (pl. XCIII); Sultan Sanjar of the Seldjuks (pl. XCIV).

R. 1522 is the copy of Sherefeddin Ali Yezdi's history of Timur
(Zafername) written 884/ 1479 in Herat and has two beautiful miniatures (pl. XCV).

H . 1370 is another copy of the same work, this time written by th ~
famous calligrapher Murshid al-Katib in 1523 at Shiraz and containing
2.1 miniatures.
H . 1339 is Ahmed Feridun Pasha's "Nüzhet al-asrar fi sefer-i Sigitvar"; a copy that is a masterpiece of Ottoman miniature painting.
Among works of the same kind, "Nusretname" under the numbers
H. 1523and1524, "Surname" (H. 1344), "Nusretname-i Ali" (H. 1365),
Falname (H. 1703), "Surname-i Vehbi Efendi" in two volumes (A.
3594), and "Kiyafet ve Shemail-i Osma.niye" (H. 1562, 1563) are leading examples of Ottoman miniature painting· but as much has been
written on them in histories of art and particularly in 'Turkish Painting" by Emel Esin published in Tokyo in 1960, Celal Esad, Tahsin Öz
and O. Arslanapa 1 anı not dwelling on them in detail.
Topkapi Saray is rich also in pictures of Muslim saints. They are
part of the series ''Muslim Iconography" dealt with in "Z.V. Togan'a
Armağan" pp. 339-347, add. pp. 2-3. Of these the most important one
is "Siyer-i Nebevi" by Darir of Erzurum (H. 1221-1223); this is a threc'
volume copy of the work containiı:'l.g 125 miniatures, prepared in 1003;
1
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1595 for Sultan Murad III. Some of these mınıatures have been
described in detail by Emel Esin in her book pr.eviously mentioned.
Another set of the same work containing 193 miniatures is in the Museum of Islamic and Turkic Art (No. 1974) and is a masterpiece . of
. Turkish religious painting. The tradition of painting Muslim saint-,
was' accepted to counterbalance Buddhist and Christian culture and
painting predominant among the Ilhanls . when their ruler Gazan Khan
was converted to Islam. In this connection may ·be quoted copies of
"Miracname" in Uygur, "Tezkire-i Evliya" of "Attar" (No. 1966) and
illustration to religious works found in the albums of the Timurids.
We may also include in this group copies of "Qisas-i Eubiya" and "Tezkire-i Evliya" which were produced by· copying illustrated works of
the Ilhanl and Timurl period under the Safevls. Of these H. 1224 ha~
13 pictures. H. 1225 is work of the Timurl period containing 17 pic.tures, the angels are drawn according to Ilhanl types. H. 122.8 is thc.
copy of a superb old manuscript and has 30 miniatur~s. The "Qisas-i
Enbiya" under H. 1226, 1227, R. 1536, EH. 1430, B. 250 have also illus
trated Turkish versions.
Other important works relating to the Ottoman period at Topkapı
Saray are miniatures contained in biographies of scholars and poets
üne of these is the translation of "Shaqaiq-i Nu'maniye" (H. 1263)
containing 43 pictures. In the history section of Millet Library is preserved Ashik Chelebi's "Mashahir al-Shu'ara", which has 87 miniatures.
There are also various copies of ''Medj alis al-'ushshaq", ascribed to Hüseyin Bayqara but which in fact are the work of Kemaleddin Hüseyin
Kasirgahi of Herat. The one numbered H . 1086 was written by D ~rvis h
Muhammed T aqI in 908 / 1504 (ho also wrote the R. 808 copy of Nevals
complete works). lt contains 80 miniatures, particularly pictures of scholars and prominent people of Central Asia and Khorasan. H. 829 is the
same work, from the Safevi period, and has 83 miniatures. EH. 1513
is a work of the Safevi period and has 82 miniatures of Persian type.
Many Persian, Arabic and Turkish manuscripts dealing with various branches of learning in our libraries contain numerotıs pictures on
those subjects but thes.e do not directly concern us. Of the works on
geog.raphy and the "wonders of th e world" I shall only mention illustrated copies of Zekeriya-i Qazvini's "Adjaib-i Makhluqat" in Topkapi
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Saray. Those dealing with demons are important documents for Turkish and Persian mythology : H. 401-404, 407, 410, R. 1661. Of these,
H. 410 was written and illustrated in 884/ 1477 by Muhammed b. Muhammed Baqqal at Herat. I have already mentioned a copy of Shahname (H. 1496) written by the same person for the Timurid Ebu Sa'id
Mirza in 868· and I think that his grandfather belonged to Baysungur
Mirza's court. H. 401 has 189 pictures; H. 402, 176 pictures ; H. 403 and
H . 407 have 124 pictures each; H. 404 has 283 pictures, mostly of animals and plants. The copies of "Acaib-i Makhluqat" in the Museurrı
of Turkic-Islamic, Art are illustrated superbly: N. 1957 ha ve 100 miniatures and N o. 2013 ( dated 1562) 80 miniatures.
Works illustrated with miniatures and kept in the University Library have b.een described by Hasan Fehmi Karatay and Schtschukin,
therefore I will only add some additional notes. F. 1422 is an alburn
sent to Murad III by Tahmasb in 1576 and brought to him by Shahkulu
Khalife. We had designated this copy, which has 88 leaves, as "Tahmasb B." . F. 34a has a picture of Shah Garib Mirza, one of Sultan Hüseyin Bayqara's sons; f. 46a, 47b a piece in Shah Ismail's own handwriting; 62 b, a piece of writing by Abdullah al-Herevl' when he was with
Ulug Bek at Samarkand; f. 64 b, Tahmasb's own handwriting and a
picture of a Turkish painter from the Safevi court called Qadimi Musavvir (pl. XCVI) and one of his works (pl. XCVII); f. 32 b, portraits
of Bihzad and someone called Küpek Qiran (pl. XCVIII) and a picture
showing the retinue of a ruler (XCIX).
The album F. 1423 containing 166 leaves has been briefl y describedin Süheyl Unver's "Decorators' Workshop at the Court of Mehmed
the Conqueror" published in 1958. Here we see the word "Mecmua aladjaib" in Baysungur's own handwriting, something he probably "used
for "Cönk" album. The specimen of calligraphy in Uygur is by the prt ·
viously mentioned Zeynelabidin of Djurdjan, one of the Uygur secre t:ı
ries; the Uygur culture was kept aliv.e in Djurdj an by the Togay-Timurl'ds and the "emirs" -of Arlat. The manuscript of "Aybet el-Haqaiq"
in the Ayasofiya library (N. 4012) , written 848/ 1444 in Samarkand is
one of Zeynelabidin's works and is an example of the Uygur calligraphy
developed under the Tini.urids. it is noteworthy that the writings of
Melik zade (probably meaning prince) done at Edirne, are in the Herat
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style. It is possible that Mehmed the Conqueror wrote them himself.
F. 25 b contains a piece by Djemal Beki, daughter of Cihan Melik Barlas, who belonged to Timur's retinue and was a great chieftain. In similar fashion, the Museum of Turkic and Islamic Art contains a decorated manuscript of the Koran (No. 443) taken from the Necip
Pasha library at Tire and written in 871 / 1466 by Timur's granddaughter
Shadmelik bnt Muhammed Sultan bn Djihangir. This may be taken
as evidence that close relations between the Osmanlis and Timurids
continued.
The album F. 1424 is a c:ollection of calligraphy and miniatures
sent by Kadjar Fethali Shah and contains several works of Indian Baburids and some pictures from Europe. This album which contains
specimens of the work of old calligraphers and painters like Abdurreshid al-Daylaml and Mir Ali al-Katib is proof of the degeneration
of the arts in Persia in th at period (pl. C).
F. 9364 contains examples of calligraphy and miniatures ascribed
to Abdullah Bukharl and the pictures of some poets. F. 9365 contains
pictures of 24 Sultans; F. 93()6, pictures of the Sultans up to Mustafa
III; F. 9367· up to Hamid I; F. 9362, pictures of all the Sultans and
their retinue. F. (J)86 and 6087 are Lukman's "Qiyafet-i Osmaniye",
F. 1404 is "Shahinshahname" written again by Lukman for Murad III.
F . 6043, "Shedjaatname" by Asef Pasha; F. 1330, a decorated "Divan"
of Sultan Selim; F. 5970, Khodja Sadeddin's "T acdj ut-tavarikh";
F. 5964, Matrakci Nasuh's "Beyan-i manazil-i Sefer-i Iraqayu" (see: F .
Taescher ZDMG, B. 112, p. 50.); F. 5953, the section on the wonders
with 45 pictures in the first volume of the Turkish translation of "Iqd
al-djuman" by Badreddin Aynı; F. 208, "Davetname", a work on the
stars, written in Bayezid II's time; F. 5650, "Gazels" by various poets,
with 34 pictures; F. 9363, "Tasavlr-i shu'ara"; F. 5502, "Huban-name"
by Fazil Hüseyin, with 39 picnıres are works preserved in the Museum
section of the University library.

The following are other illustrated books worth our notice: "Shahname-i Firdevs! (F. 1406) written at the order of "al-sultan bn al-sultan Mirza Ali" for his own use by Salik bn Sa'id in 899 / 1494 with 109
pictures. The date of writing is on f. 304 a. The owner was probably
Sultan Ali Mirza bn Sultan Mahmud Mirza, Gov.e rnor of Hesar to-
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wards the end of the region of the Timurlds. Babur Mirza mentions h_irn
as an incapable ruler. "Kham sa-i Niz amı" or 6810 _of British ~useum
is also tor the same Sultan Ali.
"Shahname" (F. 1407) was written ; İn 895/ 1491 by Hüseyin Giluye who has also written the "Hamse" İ-I. 77 l at Topkapi Saray. it contains 40 dear mjniatures of Turkish types. The Sultan has a small beard,
the soldiers only moustaches. F. 1405 is a 16. century "Shahname" containing 23 pictur.es and is a present from the Safevls.
Copies of Kh amse-i Nizami": F. 1313 İs not dated, but probably
belongs to the 15. century; a work of the school of Herat in the Timur1 period containing 24 very clear· pictures; the ruler depicted in the
picture "Alexander and the ·seven physicians" m ay be Shahruh. F . 1384
is "M ahzen al-asrar" written by Emir bn Muhammed Ali ErdestanI
in 994/1586 and h as 6 pictures. F. 13{)<) was written by Yar Muhammed al,Haravl in 923/ 1517· and contains delicately drawn pictures. Y:ır
Muhan1med was one of Hüseyin Bayq ara's favourites and Jived also
under the Safevis.

F. 11339 is a copy of "Gülistan-i Saadi" : ritten by Shah-Hüseyin bn
F ahre din Ali al-Shehubl in the Bukhara district if we are to judge
by the pictures on the cover and the calligraphy. it contains three pictures and its cover whi ch is beautifully illustrated is a masterpiece of
bookbinding, (pl. CI) and may be ranked alonside th e Tahmasb album
(H. 2]61) in this respect. The date 992/ 1584 makes it possible that it
was written for Abdullah Khan, the Özbek ruler.
A other important volume in the University Library is the collected
works of Saadi F. 1412, which has already been mentioned toge theı:
with e Nizami Hamse (Topkapi Saray; H. 781). Like F. 1339, this
manu ~ript of the complete works of Saadi has not been mentioned by
Schts ukin and Fehmi Karatay's "Catalogue of manuscripts with miniaturts in th e lstanbul University Library". The manuscript belongs
to the school of Herat and is dated 846/ 1442, th at is the time of Shahruh. 1'he ruler on 1 b 2 a is probably Shahruh Himself (pl. CII). The
work is a m asterpiece of calligraphy. Though brothers Abdurrahim
and .Abdülkerim of Khorezm ha ve used a similar type of writing later,
Cafer Baysungur! is one of the rare people in Shahruh's time who could
use neıtaliq witho_u t any mistake throughout a thick volume. The pictures
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portray clothes of the Özbeks and other people in the steppe. , ~ınd wc
notice fur hats called " Qırpuvlı yama börk" worn by noblemen among
the Kazakhs and Bashkirs.
·

F. 1410 is a copy of "Bustan" of Saadi, written by Ali al-Hüseyni at
Herat in 932/ 1526. F. 1411 is an undated copy· of "Bustan" wri tten by
Shah Muhammed al-Katib.
·
T. 5468 is one of Alishir Neval's works and has three miniatures.
T. 5f569 is "Garaib al-sighar" written by Alaeddin Herev1 and has 6 miniatures. T. 5470 is another copy of "Garaib al-sighar" written hy Suitan Ali Qaini, who was trained by Alishir himself. All of its 8 miniatures are masterpieces. F. 1397 and 1316 are copies of H afiz's work with
very delicately m ade minatures. F. 1340 İs Husrev Dihlevi's-"Duv;il Rani
u Hıdır "; F . 1318, 1326, 1327, 1333 are four copies of Caml's "Yusuf u
Zuleyh a", T. 6044 is an illustrated copy of Ahmedi's "Iskenderı:ıame"
T . 6131, 6132, 6133 contain a Turkish prose translation of Fiıdevsi's
"Shahname" made by Seyyid D ervish Mustafa. The miniatures number
ten, but th ese pictures which were made in 1774 only serve as ne of
evidences, as does the K adj ar Fethali album· of showing the degree
of recession in our art in that period.
The works containing miniatures preser ved in th e Museıım of
Turkis and Islamic Art h ave been described by Kem al Ôıgh in an
article (Şarkiyat Mesmuas i, III, pp. 51-90). The following are those I
ha ve personally examined: N o. 1954, "Gah ar M aqala-i 'A rüdi'' was
written in 835 / 1435 at Herat by " ....... .. (name erased) al-Sultaıı.ı" for
Baysungur Mirza's library . ...Cı.. ~ j\.;.. J.)~ _,:..L...!,4 j\hL11 '.; \,;~ ....~J. )
lt is a richly decorated volume which was described by Prof. Süheyl
Unver in the publications of the lnstitute of the history of Me4icine
N o. 1963 is a 16. century copy of "Külliyat-i Saadi" containing ~2 miniatures; No. 1913 is a 16. century copy of Saadi's "Bustan" contüning
3 pictures; No. 1914 İ s another copy of the ·same work from 1571. containing 4 pictures; No. 1919 is another copy of the same work \"rİtten
by Ali al-Hüseyni al-K atib in 1519 containing 2 pictures.
N o. 1954. is Shams Kashanl's "Sh ahname-i CengizI", a wor<. projected in . Ilhan1 Gazan Khan's time but carried out only in Uveys
Calayr's time. It is a history of the Turks in verse. In the preface Ü said :
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"As the History of the Turks in prose w as completed, Gazan
(Kahn) had expressed his. will, that the book must be drawn up ın
verse".
il::..i ..\ı_L rh; 1_}... ..::..~\_,;... 0V
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Under "The history of the Turks in prose" is meant "Djami' al-tavarikh"
of Rashid al-din.
Th.e copy of the work in the E. Browne section of the Cambridge
University Library (Or. m .v. 28) bears the tide "Gazanname". it was
composed in 758/ 1357 and the copy in question was written in 873/ 1469
for the treasury of Uzun Hasan. Our copy has 207 ff. and 24 miniatures.
Of these 1 have tak en Oghuz Khan's (pl. Cill), Cengiz Khan's (pl.
CIV) pictures; Hulagu entering Baghdad on foot (pl. CV), Ogdey
Khan's (pl. CVI) and ·Argun Khan's (pl. CVII) pictures.

N. 1964 is Sherefeddin Yezdi's "Zafername" written in 891 / 1486
by Hamdullah bn Mürshid al-Katib, and contains 10 excellent miniatures. This Hamdullah and his father Murshid al-Katib were certainly
from the environment of the "Turk-i Shiraz1", their works, specially the
decoration of houses and tents are Turki sh.
F. 32 shows Timur, 62 a his entry into Samarkand (pl. CVIll) ,
f. 90 a his conquest of Khorezm, f. 97 a Timur's m arriage to Dilshad
Aga, Tim ur sitting on his throne and watching dancers (pl. CIX) ;
f. 146 a conquest of Georgia and Timur İrnnting in that region; f. 163
his fifth expedition into Khorezm, a two page picture depicting a battle
scene; f. 243, the council deciding on the conquest of Georgia. The
pictures concerning the T imur period included in the "Zafername" mus'
have been taken from scenes painted on the walls of Timur's palaces
in Samarkand and mentioned by Ibn Arapshah and Babur Mirza. The
finest copies of these wall paintings are collected in a manuscript known
as "Bihzad's Zafername" written in 1467 at Herat. Seven pictures from
this . work which is owned by Robert Garret h ave been published by
Prof. Thomas Arnold in 1930. 1 think th at also the pictures in the
Zafername No. 1964 in question are py the same artists who painted
those scenes on the walls of Timur's palaces. Though the work was
written in 1486, the turbans shown are those conic ones supposed tt·
be invented by the Safev1s.
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No. 1973 is Dülgerzade's "Zübdet üt-tavarikh" containing 40 manuscripts.
No. 1924 is Hatifl's "Temür-name" written in 1596 and containing
5 pittures.

Copies of "Shahname-i Firdevs!": N o. 1945, written by Sheikhülislam bn Hüseyin in 855/ 1451 and containing 63 pictures. lts calligraphy
and miniatures have nothing very special about them. No. 1955 was
written by Mu' in al-din Shizaz1 in 1509 and contains 41 pictur.es. N o.
1978 is the copy written for the library of Sultanali Mirza ( th:ıt
is Sultanali bn Sultan Mahmud Mirza who ruled in Hisar and
Samarkand) of the Timur dynasty. No. 1983 is a 16. century copy
with 32 pictures. No. 1984 was written by Katib al-Shiraz1 in 1549 and
has 24 pictures.
No.
No.
No.
and

There are several illustrated copies of Hamse-i Nizami :
1939 is a 15. century copy with 29 pictures.
1948 was written by Mirza Ali Katib in 1591 and has 5 pictures.
19<JO was :written by Muhammed bn Ibrahim al-Avhadi in 1551-53
contains 31 pictures.

There are also some copies of the work written in the 17. and 18.
centuries.
No. 1949 is Kbodjuyi Kirmani's Hamse and has 18 pictures. Among
them there is the well known pictur.e of an old woman complaining
to Sultan Sandjar (pl CX) and of the ruler watching a fight with ;ı.
ti ger (pl. CXI).
No. 1950. is a collection of poems written by Mansur Bahbehani in
801 / 1398, that is in Timur's reign. It has 12 miniatures, and particularly
the pictures of nature show Chinese influence and th e work has be.en
described by Agaoglu Mehmed in Ars Islamica, III.
No. 19(56 is Attar's "Tezkire-i Evliya" written in the 16. century and
containing 27 pictures.
N o. 1940 is Arifi's "Koy u Cu.gan" written by Sultan Ali Meshhedi.
No. 1928 is Hilali's "Shah u Darvish" written in 1555 and No. 1956
is a 1549 copy of the same work.
No. 2001 is a 16. century copy of Caml's "Tuhfat al-ahrar" containing
4 miniatures.
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No. 1921 is a 16. century copy of Ahmedi's "Iskendername" made ırı
Shiraz containing 4 miniatures.

N o. 1946 (old ca~dlogue number 1559) is a decorated selection from
Alishir Nevai:'s works written in 943/ 1536 by Mi'r Ali Bukharl for the
Özbek ruler Abdülaziz Khan son of Ubeydullah Khan. it has 8 miniatures, which, according to Sakisyan are the work of Mahmud Müzehhib.
No. 1952 is a 16. century copy of Alishir Nevai:'s "Divan" in Persian
(Divan-i Fani) coı;ıtaining 3 pictures.
N o. 987 is a 16. century copy of Fuzuli:'s "Hadiqat al-Shuhada" containing 11 pictures.
No. 1969 is Nev'i zade 'Ata'i's "Khamse" written in 1690 and containing
9 pictur.es.

No. 1959 is Baqi's "Divan" written in 1595 and containing 8 pictures.
No. 1960 i.s a 15. Century copy of Sheikhi:'s "Khusre v u Shirin" containing 3 miniatures.

N o. 1976 is Shefik's "Tasavir-i al-i Osman" and has 31 pictures.
The albums of calligraphy and miniatures th at I h ave superficially
examined in the Museum of Turkisch and Islamic Art are from No. 2417
to 2505, that is roughly 100 in number.

N o. 2506 and 2!J47 con tain script ma.trices for students of calligraphy
All _ dossiers of callıigraphy from 242? to 2859 and from 2724
to 3322 have plates. here and there. The whole "Archives of calligraphy"
beloog to Ottoman period.
All miniature albums and archives of exercises in calligraphy deserve
detailed study by a committee of scholars familiar with Turkish,
Arabic and Persian literatures as well as the history of painting
and calligraphy. Among th em the album called "Medjmuat alMurağqa'a t" (No. 2446) is very important. I am convinced that the
study of illustrated works in the libraries of Turkey will open a new
stage in Turkish historical research, as we can see not only the pictures
of the Sultans and inmportant people but also learr~ much about our
life in the past, the history of our learning· art and architecture.
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The albums of calligraphy and miniatures (the Museum of Turkic and Islamic Art excepted), approximately 400 illustrated works
including 40 volumes of albums in Topkapi Saray have been discussed
here 32 • 'W hen I had examined the manuscripts in the Treasury (Hazine) of Topkapi Saray in 1927-1929, I had only recorded the stock
numbers as there was no catafogue available.
A short catalogue of these works ( except those in Arabic) has been
prepared by Hasan Fehmi and he has given them new ·numbers, and
these are what I have used in this paper. Some mistakes in this respecl
are inevitable, since the catalogue does not include the old stock nunı
bers and I had no time to check and compare all the books and their
01.d and new numbers. As some of my colleagues are working on Ottoman art, 1 have limited my choice of pictures to Central Asia and partially to Persia and Azerbaidjan. Many of the p.ictures in this volume
h ad been chos.en to serve as an illustration for my courses on Turkish
history, for this reason they represent a historical rather than artistic
approach.
lstanbul libraries contain also illustrated works in Arabic, but most
of them are about medicine and natural sciences. Among these are worb
by Dioscurides (Ayasofya 3703) · miniatures of the late Selchuk period
showing pre-Mongol and Byzantine influences (Topk apı Saray, Ahmet III section, 2127) a book on veterinary science (Ahmet III section,
2115), "ilhan üs sefa" written in the Mongol period (Esad ef. 3628),
"Muhtar al Hikem" by al-Mubeshshir (Ahmet III, 3206), a mid-14.
century copy of "Mukhtar al Hikem" by Mukaddes! (Suleimaniye, Ismail section, 550) contain some beautiful pictures. All these have been
described by Ettinghausen in ''La ptu'nture arabe" ( 1962) .
At this point, 1 should like to emphasize that Turks h ave kept alive
the art of painting, even after their conversion to Islam and have adhered to conceptions of life and art which were incompatible with the religious viewpoint of the Arabs and Persians. Neither under the Qarakhan1s, who were in constant warfare with the non-muslim Uygurs, nor
under the Seldjuks, has sculpture ( a branch of art considered unaccep ·
32) Th e 17. an d 18. cen tury manuscripts and story book s containing pictures, which
were reproduced in 19. century books printed lithographically, have been omitted. Th eir only
importance is in di splaying the recession in Persian and Turki sh art.
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table by Islam) flourished, and only a few pictures have come down to
us frü'm that period. Under Cengiz Khan and his descendants the prominence of the old Turkish-Mongol laws (yasaq) instead of the Islamic law (/shariat) gave great prestige to the art of painting among the
higher classes, and women played a great part in social activities, and
joined feasts , where was drinking and dancing without risking los'>
of dignity. Even learned priests were obliged to recognize these as
"Sovereign or courtly traditions of Turks or Mongols» and in Persia
and in Transoxenia in the second half of the 13. century painting, particularly that frowned upon by Islam, flourished as never before. When
the sons of Cengiz, Berke, . Ghazan, Özbek, Tarmashirin, who were
originally Shamanlsts or Budhists, were converted to Islam, the Mus
lim authorities in these countries consider themselves as compelled to
accept many non-muslim fashions and habits of the newly converted
Turks and Mongols, for example the Shamanist ceremonies with dances,
the usage of books with pictures, the presence of women in ceremonies.
Neither could the Muslim priests object to taxation contrary to the rule
of Islam, and the rulers who were converted to Islam went on collecting
those taxes. Any signs of fanaticism shown by the scholars of Islam
was violently condemned, and sometimes even punished with death.
Incidents recorded from the times or Özbek Khan of the Golden Horde,
Uldjaytu of the Ilhanls and Timur, Shahruh and Ulug Bek are important ,documents for the history of Turkish culture. The points that scho
lars of Islam and fanatical circles in Iran found objectionable were the
penetration of the Muslim way of life in Persia by the Turkish idea of
woman's status in society, the preference shown for the old laws to the
laws of Islam in administration and taxation, and diff erent v:iews held
about alcoholic drinks and ·the art of painting. The fanatical Syrian lbn
Arapshah has the following to say about Timur (Caire 1887, f. 220).
"Timur had many mansions built in gardens at Samarkand; all
buildings of curious architecture on solid foundations and surrounded
by orchards. Üne of these orchards is called "Dilkusha'', the other
"Naqshidjihan", the other "Bagh-i Bihisht", and another "Bagh-i Belend". On the walls of these mansions were paintings depicting his life,
his councils, and Timur himself sometimes smiling and .sometimes
with an angry countenance. These wall paintings describe his debates,
his councils with sultans and emirs· scholars, priests and other noblemen,
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his reception of emissaries from other rulers, and his hunting trips. All
his wars in India, Desht-i Qipcaq and Iran, his victories, scenes depicting the annihilation of his enemies, his sons, grandsons, his emirs and
soldiers, his drinking feasts, his drinking bowls, the women who served
the drinks, musicians, singers, his wives, ete., all were shown in these
paintings. Timur's aim in having this series of pictures made was to
enlighten people who had not seen those things personally. When Timur left Samarkand nobody lived in his mansions, but both the buildings ant the orchards were thrown open for the pul:ilic to visit, and
the fruit of the orchards was distributed to all the visitors."
The Spanish ambassador Klavijo, together with the emissaires 'Jf
other kings, took part in a banquet givet by Timur at Bagh-i Nev, one
of those mansions containing wall-paintings. The pictures of Timur's
lndian expedition painted on the walls of "Bag-i Dilkusha" survived
down to the time of Babur Mirza. Pieces from these picture galleries
were copied into works written about Timur's life, like "Zafername"
and Hatifi's "Timurname", and some copies of the scenes describing
tke Khorezm and the Golden Horde expeditions are included in oui
albums.
As with the Ilhanis, also Timur had ladies present at his banquels
which were sometimes given at ''Khaneqah" ( dervish convents) and
"Medresse" ( theological schools), built by him and very useful for
great receptions. W e learn that men and women followed differe~it
rules of etiquette. Klavijo was present at a banquet gicen in a decorated
tent by Timur on October 13, 1404 in the parks of Kanigil to the north
of Samarkand. The ambassador reports that women were present at
that party. Tim ur sat on a raised divan with the musicians sitting facing
him . The women sat on his left, the more important ones sitting near
him. The ambassadors and high officials sat on his right. The women,
who served wine to many of the aristocrats· themselves drank wine or
"Qımız" (fermented mare's milk) or "boza" (another fermented drink
made of millet). Whoever received a drink from Saraymelik Khanim
or Tükil Khatun, greeted h er by going down on one knee, and when
he caıne a little nearer, he went down on both knees, turneci back and
remaining on his knees emp tied the glass ar:ıd then expressed his thanks
by putting his hands on his forehead. These parties, where the music
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and drinking went on sometimes until morning, were called "djirghlan"
(Klavijo, 1882, St. Petersburg edition, pp.278-281). Klavijo also
describes two banquets given by Saraymelik Khanim for great noblemen, ladies and ambassadors. The lad ies wore white gloves and w ere
served light wines in small goblets of gold by the servants who carried
the decanters of wine accompanied the cuplearers. When these came
in front of a noble lady they touched the ground three times with a
knee and waited until she drank . The lady never touched a goblet with
her bare ungloved hand. Then the servants took the goblets, went
backwards stili facing the ladies ,again touched the ground with a knee
and turned and retired, awaiting further orders. Sometimes the ladie~
offered the servants. some wine and listened to their jokes and their
stories of valour in battle. The bounds of decency, dignity and respecl
were never transgressed at these parties. These banquets described by
Klavijo, Seherefeddin Yazdl and Hafiz Abru are depicted also in
miniatures. The pictures of a wedding ceremony in the Zafername in the
Museum of Turk1c and Islamic Art belong to this ıgroup, where we see
the goblets of gold and silver, delicate tables, decanters, ladies' gloves·
and the servants serving drinks.
In the Golden Horde under Özbek Khan and the Ilhanls under
Ulcaytu Khan the clash for supremacy between the Yasa and the
Muslim laws was very violen t. Examples for this is shown in my
"Introduction to General Turkish History" ((pp. 271, 314, 375-378) .
As for the period of Timur, this was recorded in detail by Ibn Arapshah
Also in a volume kept in the Medjlis Library in Teheran under No.l 57,
the author, whose name is unknown , says the fo llowing about the
preference shown to the customary laws by Timur (p.190): "Timur's
interest in military history and ·the history of the emperors and biographies of great leaders of the past and present was such that he
read books on this subject both in peace and wartime. He possessed
a wonderful memory and never forgot something he had read or heard,
but his ability of reading and writing was limited to Persian, Turkish. He
could also read Mogolian but no Arabic. He held the yasa of Cengiz
Khan in great esteem and pref erred them to the Koran. He made
certain additions to complete Öengiz Khan's book (his "Biliks") wlıich
is called the "Tüzük-i Timur".
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Baysungur, who was one of his grandsons, devoted all his life to
and art as well as to drinking. We understand from historical
rernrd that "Bagh-i-Zaghan" palace in Herat had been devoted to
artiistic activities. it was there that pictures were painted and people like
Djafer Baysungur! and Emir Khalil lived. A Il?Useum of pictures and
porcelain had been established by Ulug Bek at Kuhek to the north of
Samarkand, an es tablishment referred to also by Babur Mirza. In the
Zeyy tinogullari Library in Tavshanli near Kütahya (in Anatolia) is
pre served a work by the famous religious scholar of Samarkand Ubeydulllah Abrar. An incided related about the opening c:eremony of Ulug
Bek's museum of r..ictures and porcelain ( f. 67b) is an important
document showing the relentless struggle between the yasa and the laws
of Islam in the T ransoxania. The great Sheikh Abrar says:

leaırning

"Mirza Ulug Bek gave a great banquet (when the museum Cini
Khane was completed) to which he invited all the prominent members
of t he community. Khodja 'Isameddin (Shekhulislam) , the councillors
and religious scholars were present at the party, where, in acco rdance
with the laws of Gengiz, wine was served in barrels. Wh en a religious
scholar called Seyyid Ashiq heard about this· he decided to go to Ulug
Bek and protest. He called his men and dictated his will and then, in
case he died, he asked forgiveness for everyth ing he might have done
to them. When he was admitted in Ulug Bek's presence, he criticized
him using strong language and asked w hat he had done (giving to
the muslims wine publicly), and asked if he was not ashamed of god.
U lug .Bek replied that he was not worse than ıhe Pharaoh ,
and he, Seyyid Ashiq, could not pretencl to be better than the Prophets
Moses and Aaron. But when Gocl sent them to the Pharaoh, he told
them to address him in a mild way. Why do you address me in this
rude w~y? he asked. Seyyid Ashiq was deaf and did not understand
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what was said. Whereupon Ulug Bek told the guards to take him out
and have him beheaded. Sheikhulislam Khodj a Isameddin came to
Ulug Bek to iritercede for Seyyid Ashiq. But Ulug Bek would not
listen reminding him that he (the Sheikhulislam) had not forgiven au
insolent speech of Seyyid Ashiq on the opening of a ,public bath ea
and tri ed to have him discharged from his office. How could he defend
Seyyid Ashiq now? Khodj a 'İ samedd in answered that he was only a
subject, and the patience of a Sultan is more than that of his subjects".
Khodja Ubeydullah Ahrar concludes by saying: 'Though Ulug Bek
was a great man, he exaggerated in his adherence to Cengiz Khan's
laws. The present Sultan (i.e. Sultan Ahmet or Sultan Muhammed
Mirza of Samarqand), is fortunately different", that is, he does not
prefer the Yasa to, the Shariat.
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Ulug Bek was killed by his son Abdüllatif through the intrigues
of fanatical priests, like Seyyid Ashiq, who was considered a descendant
33) Abut this and other banqucts in Ulug Bek's time whc rc men and womrn had danceJ
and sung together , comp. W . Barthold, " U1ug Bek uncl se ine Zeit", Lcipzig, 1935, pp. 143, 157.
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of the prophet and enjoyed great prestige at Samarkand. We begin to
see women portrayed sometimes with heads covered, sometimes
uncov.ered, and the art of painting gradually deteriorated. Under the
reign of the Ottöman Sultans the conflict between the yasaq ( or qanun-i
Sultani) and the Islamic laws was not severe and the two led a co
existence, and therefore the art of painting continued on lines simil:ır
to the Ilhanl tradition. Toynbee is wrong in repr.esenting Timur as :ı
religious fanatic 34 • Goethe ,who understood Timur better, makes him
address the fanatical priests thus:
"Was! Ilır. missbilliget den kraeftigen Sturm
Des Übermuths, verlogene Pfaffen!
Haett' Allah mich bestimmt zum Wurm
So haett er mich als Wurm erschaffen.
The pictures in the "Djami üt-tavarikh" made under Gazan and
Ulcaytu and those in the "Zafername" and "Shahname" made undet
the Tim ur dynasty are good guides to social life under the Ilhanls and
Timurls. After the discovery of Reshideddin's "Rab-i Reshidi" regu)ations (Vaqfname), we h ave learned about the miniatures made during
his reign in Tebriz by Turkish, Mogol, Uygur and some Chinese
artists. The original copies of these miniatures are preserved in the
library of Edinburgh University, the library o fthe Royal Asiatic Society
and the National Library in P aris and at. K abil 35 •
Also the discov.ery of Djafer Baysungur's report on the activities
of the Baysungur Academy of Arts at H erat, of which h e was the
president, has enabled us to consider the miniatures in th e "Baysungur
Shahname" in Teheran and those in the manuscript of "Gülistan" in
Dublin, which were made by Khalil Mirza and Alikhod ja of Khorezrn,
as masterpieces of Turkish art. These and the works of Qasim Ali and
Muhammed Muzehhib in O xford and P aris deserve their rightful place
among masterpieces of Turkish art which made great progress in the
14. and 15. centuries. It was proposed to Turkish authorities to obtain
34) A S tudy of 1-Iistory, il. 147, IX 39-40, X 86.
35) T hese have been partly reproduced by E. Blochet, B. Gray, A. Popp. Binyon and

ın

some works rclating to Pcrsian a rt. Tlıc Man uscript with miniaturcs in Kabu l Library was
cxam incd by me in 1923, l havc not becn able to find out about their prcsent statc.
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coloured f ilms of all miniatures of these books, and also of Shahnames
and Khamsas of İlkhanid and Timurid time dispersed in libraries,
museums and in private collections of the worl and to gather theı;n in
Topkapi Saray and to secure their comparison with those of this palace.
A comparative research of this subject will restore İstanbul to its place
as a world ·centre of comparative study of Turkish and İranian art.

NOTES TÔTHE PLATES

MUSEUM OF TOPKAPI SARAY :
I.

H.2152, f. 59b: Def ense of the citadel in Samarkand
by Khalil Sultan, brave grandson of Timur who
occupied the throne. of Samarkand after Timur's death
in 1404.

II.

H.2152, f. 33b: a picture of Tim ur from his genealogy
in Uygur, showing his accession when he was young.

III.

H.2152, ff. a) 36 b: Cengiz Khan. b) 36b Tul uy Khan.
c) 45a: Caghatai Khan. d) 36 b: Qubilay Qaan.

IV.

H.2152, ff. a) 38: Hulagu Khan. b) 32b: Abaqa
Khan. c) 38a: Ahmet Khan. d) 38a: Keykhatu Khan.

V.

H.2152, ff. a) 32b: Argun Khqn. b) 32b: Ghazan
Khan. c) 32b: Uldj aytu Khan. d) '32b: Ebu Sa'id Khan.

VI.

H.2152, ff. a) 43a: Djocı Khan. b) 43a: Batu Khan.
c) 36b: Toghan Timur Khan. d) 36b: Mengü Timur
Khan.

VII.

H.2152 ff. a.) 36a: Toghrulca Khan. b) 36a: Özbek
Khan. c) 38b: Dj anibek Khan. d) 38b: Sevinbike
Khatun, granddaughter of Djanibek.

VIII.

H.2152, ff. a) 33b: Djihangir Mirza; b) 33b: Omersheikh Mirza; c) ;33b: Miranshah Mirza. d) 33b:
Shahrukh Mirza.

IX.

H.2152, f. 2a: Tim ur on horseback, fighting against
Toqtamish; the picture of Toqtamish and his followers
on the opposite page has been erased.
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X.

H.2153, 24a: Returning from a war, Timur
Samarkand.

en ters

XI.

H.2152, 74a: An "emir", probably Timur, secretly
watching a girl swimming in a pond during his conquest of Khorezm.

Xll.

H. 2153, 28b: Probably the picture of Uldj aytu Khan of
the Ilhanis, made by Musa, who was one of his painters.
Musa's signatur,e, formerly at the tip of the elephant\
trunk, is now erased.

XIII.

H.2153, 136b: A picture by Abdülhay Musavvir of
Tebriz, who was Timur's court painter.

XIV.

A picture by the Turkish painter Muhammed Siyah
Qalem of a Turkish prince hunting. In H 2153.

XV.

H .2153, f. 97b: a picture by the Turkish painter Dervish Muhammed of Herat.

XV.

H.2153, f. 99b: a picture by the Turkish
Sheikhi Bek.

XVII.

painter

H .2154, f. 134b: A portrait of Sheikhi Bek by Muhammedi Musavvir made for Behram Mirza. The
word meaning ''Muhammed painted it" was writteı1
mistakenly lik-e J.J ~;j..,:, instead of J.J : ; ~
On the other hand, the word meaning "face" wao;
written correctly as ~.J.Y"

1

XVIIb.

H.2153, 144b: A petition by Sheikhi Bek, submitte<l
probably to Shah Ismail.

XVIII.

H.2153, 5la: A work created through the collaboration
of Sheikhi Bek and Muhammed Siyah Qalem.

XIX.

H.2160, 70a: A painting by Timur's painter Abdülhaj
Musavvir, the ruler on the throne being probably Timur.

XX.

H.2161, 34b: Mir Ali, a calligrapher from Tebriz, and
·
his pupils.
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XX:Ia.

H.2161, 83a: The _portrait of Muhammedi Bek, the
painter.
H.2161, 172a: The portrait of Sheikh Muhammed,
painter from Herat.

,ı

XX:lc.

H.2168, 8b; Univ. Lib. F.1422, 32b: The portrait of
the painter Behzad.

XXId.

A portrait of the poet HatifI clearly emphasizing the
Persian rype, made by Behzad. From Sakisian's private
collection, Sakisian, La. miniatur.e Persane, Paris 1929,
fig.129.

XXII.

H.2161, 45b. Pictures made for a poem by Alishir Neval.

XXIII.

H .2161, 133b. Picture of a woman holding a musical
instrument, .made for a poem by_Alishir Neval.

XXIV.

H.2161, 167. üne of Alishir Neval's poems written
and illustrated by Sultanali Meshhedi. In the centre of
the poem is the picture of a prince of Turkish type.

XXV.

H.2161, 93a: A picture made for one of Alishir Neval's
poems, showing a prince with a violin in his hand.
Made by the Safavl painter Mevlana Hasan Müzehhib,
who is mentioned also in Iskender Mirza Türkmen's
Alem Ara-i Abbiis1, p.129.

XXVI.

H.2161, 94b: üne of M ahmud Müzehhib's (Mahmud
Bahshi Uygur of Herat) main works, depished a Turkish prince and N eval's verses.

XXVIb.

H.2161, 27a: A picture of Shah Tahmasb.

XXVII.

H.2154, 86a: A picture made by Shah Muzaffer Siyah
Qalem, a member of the court of the Timurid EbuSa'id Mirza Küregan, for the well-known story of
"Seyfülm ülk".

XXIXa.

H.2154, 20b: A picture by Timur's court painter Abdulhay Musavvir.
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XXIXb.

H.2154, 75a: A picture by Bashdan Qara, a Turkish
painter from the Safavi period.

XXIX.

H.2154· Sa: A picture by Mirza InayetuHah Khan
veledi Bektelu Khan, .chief of the Begdeli tribe and a
Turkish painter of the Safevi period.

XXXa.

H.2154, 85a: The portrait of Behram Mirza, who was
one of Shah lsmail's sons and a great admirer of
Turkish literature and language.

XXX:b.

H.2154· 2a: The portrait of Shahquli Bek Naqqash, .ı.
Turkish painter of the Safevi period, who later joined
Suleyman the Magnificent's court and stayed in Istanbul. bk. Rifki Melı11 Meriç, Türk Sanatı Tdn.'hi Araş
tırma ve incelemeleri 1. 1963, pp 224, 282, 286.

XXXI.

H. 2154, 54a : A page from Alishir Neval's "Mecalis al
nafa-is" on the liv.es of the poets of the Timur1 period.
SeveraJ decorated copies of this work, some illuminated,
some illustrated, had been prepared for presentation
to the Sultan or to some high officials, and have been
discovered in Safevi and Babu~-court libraries in Indi::ı.
The page reproduced is one of the leaves found in our
albums.

XXXII.

H.2151 , -93b: The portrait ofa Turkish prince by Katib
Ali Bek.

XXXIII.

H.2147, 32b: A portrait of Shah Ismail.

XXXIV.

H.2146, 4b: Shah IsmaH's portrait by the contemporary
Turkish painter from Azerbaidjan, Sadiqi Bek Efshar.
This person also wrote a biography of artists and poets·
which was recently published in T ebriz.

XXXV.

H.2162, llb: The portrait of Velican Nakkash, a
Turkish painter from the Safevi period. Velican, who
was originally from Tebriz, came later to lstanbul and
found favour there (Ali, Meniiqib-i Hünerveran, p.
67).

1
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XXX:Vl.

XXXVII.

H.2168, 35b: The portrait of two Turkish princes by
Mahmud Müzehhib.
H.2168, 20a: The portrait of a Christian
Behzad. _

priest by

XXXVIII.

H.2156, 4a: A picture of Turkish nomadic life by an
unknown painter.

XXIX.

H.2156, 77a: A picture by Sheikh Purani of Herat
portraying him while he is presenting a Turkish prince
with one of his paintings.

XLa.

H.2155, 29a: Alishir Neval accepting flowers from the
Timurid Ki.icük Mirza, who was a close friend of his.

XLb.

H.2155, 19b: The portrait of a Russian ambassador to
the court of the Safevlds.

XLI.

H.2155, 29b: A portrait, possibly of Ubeydullah Khan,
by Ubeydullah Bukharl.

XLIIa.

H.2155, 40a: The portrait of a Turkish hunter made
by the painter Muhammed Bek when he was still in
Herat.

XLilb.

H.2155, 24b: The portrait of a real Turkish type by
Sultanali Mesheddi copied by Riza

XLIII.

The inscription showing that the album H .2137 was
dedicated to Muhammed Veli Khan, Özbek-Astarhanf
ruler of Bokhara (1605-1611).

XLIV.

H.2139· 7b : The picture of a Turkish couple.

XLV.

H.2142, 13a : A party given by Cihan Begum, famous
queen of th e Babur dyn asty.

XLVI.

H.2142, 27b: The portrait of Imamquli Khan (16111642) , Özbek-Astarhani ruler of Bokhara.

XLVII.

H.1475, lb-2a: The picture of a ruler, possibly of
Ubeydullah Khan, Özbek ruler of Bokhara or his son
Abdülaziz Khan.
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H.1479, 4b-5a of th~ Shahname showing, a ruler,
probably the Ilhan!d Ebn Sa-id Khan.

XLVIII.

H.1491 , lb-2a : A ruler of Turkish type.

XLIX.

L.

H.1514, lb-2a: The portrait of a ruler, probably of
Özbek Ubeydullah Khan, ruler of Bokhara in 942/
1535.
-

LI.

H.774, lb-2a: Judging by the clothes of the type worn
at Bokhara and Samarkand, the pictur.e of Ulug Bek,
the ruler of the area in 1440. Also the portrait inH.2152,
.66b can be ascribed to him after comparison with his
other pictures.
-

LII.

Leaf 98 b of the "Khamsa" numbered H. 779 and written by Abdurrahman of Horezm who lived at Herat.
The portrait bf Husr.ev may belong to Ebu-Sa'id Mirza,
ruler of Herat wherı, this portion of the volume was
written in 857 / 1453. The portrait of Alexander on 342 b
may belong to a Timurid ruler.

LIII.

Leaf 67 b of the Baysungur album· H. 2152.

LIV.

H. 781, 279 b: Alexander's discovery of the fountain of
life in northern countries.

LV.

H. 781 , 244 b The
Nushabe.

LVI.

portrait of the Persian

princess

From H. 781 , 230b.

LVII.

H. 676, 1 b-2 a: Muhammed Muhsin Mirza, son of Hüseyin Bayqara, hunting.

R. 1021 (by Husrev Dihlevi), 1 b-2 a: Feast given by

LVIII.

Pirbudak bn Djihanshah, a Qaraqoyunlu
'nobleman.

,

1

Türkmen

LIX.

EH 1636, 1 b: Illuminated preface written by Sultanali Meshhedi for Hüseyin Bayqara's "Divan".

LX.

EH 1636. A picture of Sultanali presenting the ''Di-
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van" to Sultan Hüseyin Bayqara. Sultanali portrays
hirnself as a Turkish type and wearing Turkish clothes.
LXI.

H . 803, 119 b: Picture made for a poefD by Neval, probably by Chelebi himself who copied the volume . .

LXII.

R. 804, III b: The portrait of a Turkish ruler made
for Neval's "Divan".
magnificen~

LXIII.

R. 810, 1 b-2 a: Illuminated preface of the

LXIV.

copy of N evai's "Khamsa" written by Sultanali Meshhedi .

LXV.

R. 810, 107 a. Picture made for a poem in the same
volume.

LXVI.

H 1594, 34 a. Picture made for Hatifl's "Timurnam~"
by the Turkish painter Mahmud Müzehhib.

LXVII.

A prince of Turkish type. Picture made for Asadı:
Tüsi's "Gurshasb-name" in 755 / 1354 at tho time of
the Ilhanlds.

LXVIII.

R. 1022. Pictures for the ded ication of "Kelile u Dim ·
ne" : a feast given by Baysungur Mirza; we see Chinese
and Uygur clothes as developped <!,Od worn by the Timur1ds.

LXIX.

H. 1654, 182 b : A picture fr om a copy of Reshideddin's
work written in 1317: Sultan Mahmud of Gazne receiving the ambassadors sent by the K halif of Baghd ad
al-Qadir Billah .

LXX.

H . 1654, 192 b : Vi cto r ~es of Sultan Mahmud of G azne
in India.

LXXI.

H. 1654·, 338 a: Indian raj~h s k neeling in front of Sul~
tan Mahmud.

LXXII.

H. 1654, 200 b: Tugrul Bek of the Seldj uks acceeding
to the throne at Nishabur.

LXXIII.

H . 165+ 202 b : Alp Arslan of the Seldj uks acceeding
to the throne.
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LXXIV.

H. 1654, 204 b: Melikshah of the Seldjuks acceeding
to the throne.

LXXV.

H. 1654, 209 b: Sultan Sanjar of the Seldjuks acceding
to the throne, wearing Turkmen clothes.

LXXVI.

H. 1654, 211 b: Sultan Sanjar of the Seldjuks falling
prisoner to the Oguz Turks.

IXXVII.

H. 1654, 237 b. Dhib Yavgu Khan, the mythical Ttıı 
kish ruler from the Oguz Legend.

LXXVIII.

H. 1654, 242 b: Af ter his conquest of the East and
the West, Oguz Khan giving a feast in his headquarters in the Ile ( İli ) region of Turkestan for all the
Turkish tribes.

LXXIX.

H. 1654, 246 b: Picture of Köl-Erki, ruler of the Turks.

LXXX.

I-:-1. 1654, 249 a: Ali Khan, who was son of Turan
Khan and ruler of the Oguz Turks 'İn the Aral L ak e
region at a time contemporary with the first Seldjuks.

LXXXI.

H. 1654, 339 a: Raziye Khatun, who was daughter of
Eltutmush, one of the Turkish rulers of India.

LXXXII.

H. 1653, 274 b: (Hafiz Abru's ''Mecmua-i Bays ıın' guri") D uring the wars between the Saman!s and h~
Karahan1s (in 990), Bugra Khan, having fallen ill,
leaves Bokhara and Nuh bn Mansur returns.

LXXXIII.

H. 1653, 284 b: During the wars between ilk K bn
of the Karahan1s and Muntasir of the Saman1s· the
commander of th e Turkish army Arslan Yavqu cm . ing to the aid of Muntasir (in 1003) .

LXXXIV.

H. 1653, 285 b: Muntasir of the Saman1s recei ·ng
support from the Oguz Turks against ilk Khan .

LXXXV.

H. 1653, 330 a: Horezmshah il-Arslan ( 1156-1172) on
· his throne.

LXXXVI.

H. 1653, 378 b: Oguz Khan's expedition into the
baraq country, to the north of European Russia.

il-
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LXXXVII.

UKXXVIII.

H. 1653, 382 a: After his conquest of northern coun. tries, Oguz Khan defeats Syrian and Egyptian troop:,
in Asia Minor.
H . 1653, 383 b: Af ter his conquest of Asia Minor, Oguz
Khan arrives in north-west Afghanistan on his way to ·
Turkestan.

ILXXXIX.

H . 1653, 429 b: Timur's son Shahruh Mirza on hh
throne.

XC.

B(=Baghdad Köşk) 282, 35 b: Gabriel bringing a
sheep when Abraham wants to sacrifice his son Ismael.
B. 282, 154 a: The Bedir battle of the prophet Muhammed.

XCI.
XCII.

B. 282, 178a: Khalil bn .Velid executing the false prophet Museyleme.

XCIII.

B. 282, 214 b: The Kaliph Ali at the battle of Siffin.

XCJV.

B. 282, 219 a : Sultan Sandjar.

XCV.

R. 1522, 5 a: (Zafer 1-name-i Yazdi) Herat copy of
884 / 1479. Portrait of a ruler, probably Hüseyin Bayq ara.

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
XCVI.
XCVII.

F. 142, 33 a: A portrait of Qadiml, the Turkish
from the Safev1 p.eriod.
F. 1422, 29 b: A picture by Qadimi.

painte ı

XCVIII.

F. 1422· 32 b: Portrait of Küpek Qiran, a Turkish pain ter from the Safevi period, by Behzad.

XCIX.

F . 1422, 28 a: A Turkish Sultan. The hats worn by
his retinue remind one of the brimless, fut hat "qır
puvlı qama börk" as worn by Qaı:aqs Bashkirs and
Özbeks.

C.

F. 1424, 17 a : A

batlı.

•
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ı

er.

F. 1339. The illustrated cover of a cqpy of "Gulistan"
written in the Bokhara region.

1

l

en.

F. 1412. Portrait of Shahruh, to whom this magnifi-cenf copy of "Gulistan" written in 1442 at Herat was
dedicated.

MUSEUM OF TURKISH

ANıD

ISLAMie ART:

enı.

1953, 9 b: (Shahname-i Ceng.izı) Oguz Khan, the
great legendary ruler of the Turks.

eıv.

1953, 57 a: Cengiz Khan.

CV.
evı.

eVII.

1953,. 1952 a: Hulagu entering captured Baghdad oıi
foot.
1953, 101 a: Ögedey Khan, son of Gengiz.
1953, f. 9 b: A ceremony in the presence of Argun
Khan of the Ilhanids.
ı i

eVIII.
eıx.

1964, 62 a (Zafer-name-i Yazdi): Timur entering Sa··
markand.
1964, 97 a: Timur's wedding to Dilshad-Aga.
1

CX.

1949, 34 a (Hodjuy-i Kirmani's "Divan" ): Picture for
the story about Sultan Sandjar and the old woman. ·

eXI.

1949, 214: A Turkish ruler watching a fight with a
ti ger.
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